
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

JOINT (ALL) OVERVIEW & SCRUTINY 
COMMITTEE 
AGENDA 

 

7.30 pm 
Monday 

8 September 2014 
Council Chamber - 

Town Hall 

 
 
Members of each of the Council’s Overview & Scrutiny Committees are invited to attend 
this joint meeting. For practical purposes, the joint meeting is being convened as a 
single meeting but separate minutes will be taken for each Overview & Scrutiny 
Committee as if it were a special meeting of each of them. 
 

Members are requested to retain and bring with them to the meeting their 
copy of the budget report to the Cabinet Meeting on 3 September 2014. 
 

 
 
 

For information about the meeting please contact: 
Anthony Clements 

anthony.clements@oneSource.co.uk  
Tel: 01708 433065 
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AGENDA ITEMS 
 
1 MEMBERSHIP AND CHAIRMAN OF MEETING (Pages 1 - 2) 

 
 Details of the Memberships of the Committees are attached. 

 
The Committees are asked to agree a Chairman for the meeting. 
 

2 CHAIRMAN'S ANNOUNCEMENTS  
 
 The Chairman will announce details of the arrangements in case of fire or other 

events that might require the meeting room or building’s evacuation. 
 

3 APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE AND ANNOUNCEMENT OF SUBSTITUTE 
MEMBERS (IF ANY)  

 
 - receive. 

 

4 DISCLOSURE OF PECUINIARY INTERESTS  
 
 Members are invited to disclose any interests in any of the items on the agenda at this 

point of the meeting. Members may still declare an interest in an item at any time prior 
to the consideration of the matter. 
 

5 THE COUNCIL'S FINANCIAL STRATEGY  
 
 Members are asked to retain, and bring with them to the meeting, the report to 

be considered by Cabinet at its meeting on 3 September. 
 
The Cabinet will consider any concerns etc raised at the joint meeting before 
formulating its recommendations on the budget and Council Tax for 2014/15 and thus 
this is the Overview and Scrutiny Committees’ opportunity to scrutinise the budget 
proposals. 
 
RECOMMENDATION 
 
That the Committees, individually and collectively: 
 

1. Discuss with the Leader of the Council and senior officers the proposed 
revenue priorities relevant to the service(s). 
 

2. Note the financial position of the Council. 
 

3. Note that the report is formally consulting them on the proposed Corporate 
budget adjustments and that this is the opportunity to scrutinise the budget 
proposals. 
 

4. Consider the proposals and what, if any, representations they wish to make 
upon them. 
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 Andrew Beesley 

Committee Administration Manager 
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OVERVIEW & SCRUTINY COMMITTEE MEMBERSHIPS 
 
 

Committee Membership 
Councillors 

Children & Learning Overview and Scrutiny Committee 

(14 members:) 

(Quorum 6) 

Chairman:
 
Gillian Ford (Res) 

Vice-Chairman: Jason Frost (Con) 

Members: 
Joshua Chapman (Con) 
Philippa Crowder (Con) 
Carol Smith (Con) 
Nic Dodin (Res) 
Reg Whitney (Res) 
Julie Wilkes (Res) 
John Glanville (UKIP) 
 
 

Voting co-opted Members: 

Statutory Members representing the Churches: 

Phillip Grundy (Church of England) and Jack How 
(Roman Catholic Church) 

Statutory Members representing parent governors 

(3): 

Vacant 

Non-voting members representing local teacher 

unions and professional associations:  

Margaret Cameron (NAHT), Ian Rusha (NUT) and 
Keith Passingham (NASUWT).  
 

Crime & Disorder Committee  

(6 members:) 

(Quorum 3) 

Chairman:
 
David Durant (IRG) 

Vice-Chairman: John Wood (Res) 

Members: 
Garry Pain (Con) 
Dilip Patel (Con) 
Linda van den Hende (Res) 
John Glanville (UKIP) 
 

Environment Overview and Scrutiny Committee  

(6 members:) 

(Quorum 3) 

Chairman:
 
Ray Morgon (Res) 

Vice-Chairman: Carol Smith (Con) 

Members: 
Garry Pain (Con) 
Alex Donald (Res) 
Patricia Rumble (UKIP) 
Keith Roberts (IRG) 
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Committee Membership 
Councillors 

Health Overview and Scrutiny Committee 

(6 members:) 

(Quorum 3) 

Chairman: Nic Dodin (Res) 

Vice-Chairman: Dilip Patel (Con) 

Members: 
Joshua Chapman (Con) 
Jason Frost (Con) 
Gillian Ford (Res) 
Patricia Rumble (UKIP) 
 

Individuals Overview and Scrutiny Committee 

(7 members:) 

(Quorum 3) 

Chairman: June Alexander (Res) 

Vice-Chairman: Philip Hyde (UKIP) 

Members: 
Ray Best (Con) 
Viddy Persaud (Con) 
Roger Westwood (Con) 
Darren Wise (Res) 
Keith Roberts (IRG) 
 

Towns & Communities Overview and Scrutiny 
Committee 

(9 members:) 

(Quorum 4) 

 

Chairman:
 
Lawrence Webb (UKIP) 

Vice-Chairman: Linda Hawthorn (Res) 

Members: 
Jason Frost (Con) 
Steven Kelly (Con) 
Robby Misir (Con) 
Frederick Thompson (Con) 
Alex Donald (Res) 
Jody Ganly (Res) 
Michael Deon Burton (IRG) 
 

Value Overview and Scrutiny Committee 

(9 members:) 

(Quorum 4) 

Chairman: Clarence Barrett (Res) 

Vice-Chairman: Philippa Crowder (Con) 

Members: 
John Crowder (Con) 
Steve Kelly (Con) 
Robby Misir (Con) 
Barbara Matthews (Res) 
Barry Mugglestone (Res) 
David Johnson (UKIP) 
Graham Williamson (IRG) 
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CABINET 
3 September 2014 

 
  
Subject Heading: 
 

BACKGROUND TO THE COUNCIL’S 
FINANCIAL STRATEGY 

 
Cabinet Member: 
 

 
Cllr Roger Ramsey 

CMT Lead: 
 

Andrew Blake-Herbert 
Group Director Resources 

 
Report Author and contact details: 
 

 
Mike Stringer 
Head of Finance & Procurement 
01708 432101 
mike.stringer@havering.gov.uk 

 
Policy context: 
 

 
The Council is required to approve an 
annual budget and to establish a financial 
strategy and this report sets out the 
background to the development of that 
strategy 

 
Financial summary: 
 

 
This report sets out the financial 
background to the Council’s current 
financial position as part of the 
development of a long term financial 
strategy for the Council 

 
Is this a Key Decision? 
 

 
No 

Is this a Strategic Decision? 
 

No 

When should this matter be reviewed? 
 

February 2015 

Reviewing OSC: 
 

Value 

 
 
 

SUMMARY 
 
 
The current financial strategy, which addresses a range of national and local issues, 
comes to an end during 2014/15.  This strategy has already enabled the Council to 
address a significant budget gap, resulting from reduced Government funding as well 
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as a range of pressures.  As previous reports to Cabinet have highlighted, there is 
likely to be a further significant budget gap in the years following, and although this 
assessment may depend on the outcome of next year’s General Election, the 
likelihood is that existing austerity measures will continue.  The sheer scale of this gap 
means that it is essential for a new strategy to be put into place as early as 
practicable. 
 

This report sets out relevant background from the current strategy, together with an 
update on national developments including the March Budget.  It also includes 
background information on funding for local authorities and the overall scale of the 
Council’s budget, as context to the development of a new budget strategy.  Proposals 
for the Council’s future strategy are set out in the accompanying report and these will 
be referred initially to a joint meeting of Overview & Scrutiny Committees before formal 
consultation with the public. 
 

Whilst accepting that any forecasts that run to the end of the current decade are open 
to change, the need for the development of a strategy is quite clear.  This report 
provides Cabinet with background information on the current financial position as a 
precursor to setting out the Administration’s proposed budget strategy. 
 
 
 

RECOMMENDATIONS  
 
 
Cabinet is asked to: 
 
1. Note the impact of the March 2014 budget on the Council’s financial position. 

 
2. Note the background to the Council’s current financial position and how this has 

impacted on the development of the future budget strategy. 
 

3. Note the projected budget gap on which the development of the budget strategy 
has been based. 
 

4. Approve and recommend to Council the adoption of the revenue budget 
strategy statement set out in Appendix C.  
 

 
 

REPORT DETAIL 
 

 
1. BACKGROUND 
 
1.1 The general financial climate has been widely reported nationally during the life 

of the last Administration and has been reflected in a number of reports to 
Cabinet previously.  This has included both the 2013 National Budget, 
announced in March, and the subsequent Comprehensive Spending Review 
(CSR), which followed in late June 2013. 
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1.2 The current budget strategy ends in the current financial year, 2014/15.  The 
initial assessment of the budget gap for the four period leading up to the current 
year indicated an overall gap in the region of £40m.  This comprised a major 
reduction in Government funding together with pressures arising from the 
impact of inflation and service demand; the key elements of this gap were as 
follows: 

 

• Major reductions in Government funding for both the public sector and 
particularly for local government, 

• With the reduction in mainstream grant of nearly £22m over 4 years 

• Removal and reduction of a range of specific grants funding specific 
services 

• Impact of inflation on pay and prices 

• Demographic growth particularly amongst the older population. 
 
1.3 The Council chose to take a very pro-active approach to tackling the forecast 

budget gap.  An initial savings plan was agreed by Cabinet in July 2010, with a 
further range of savings agreed the following July.  These savings totalled 
around £35m, with the remainder of the gap to be found subsequently.  
Through judicious financial management and some minor changes in the 
position, it has been possible to not only deal with a very major budget gap, but 
also rises in Council Tax have been avoided, and the vast majority of savings 
have not impacted on the services that are important to our local community.  
One key factor to bear in mind is that there were changes in virtually every 
element of the final composition of the £40m gap projected in 2010, although 
the overall bottom line remained the same.  This illustrates the need for a long 
term approach, given the scale of the gap, but also to monitor changes and 
ensure that their impact is fully assessed, and reflected in subsequent budgets. 

 
1.4 Over this period of time, there have also been substantial changes in the way in 

which local authorities are funded.  Aside from the funding reductions 
mentioned above – which have affected both mainstream revenue support 
grant (RSG) and also specific grants – there have been a number of other 
changes to funding arrangements: 

 

• Localisation of business rates – previously collected nationally then funded 
through RSG, since April 2013 retained locally – though only 30% is 
actually retained by the Council 

• Localisation of Council Tax benefits – funded nationally but since April 
2013, decided and funded locally – though overall funding was reduced by 
10% at the point of localisation 

• “Rolling up” of various grants into RSG – aside from grant reduction, some 
grants are now included as part of RSG, though these have been subject 
to reductions as part of that process 

• Introduction of Council Tax freeze grants – though some of these have in 
fact either ceased or been rolled up 

• New Homes Bonus, which is effectively top-sliced out of overall funding, so 
although this is a new funding source, RSG is lower as a result 
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• Impact of “damping”, which reduces the equivalent funding some 
authorities receive. 

 
1.5 Local authorities are now funded through a number of funding streams; these 

include Government grants, income, Council Tax and business rates.  This 
makes the Council’s budgets very complex to understand. The Council’s 
general revenue fund budget, which is the area most affected by changes in 
government funding regimes and the rising costs of providing services to a 
growing community,  comprises two main elements: 

 

• The General Fund, which covers the day to day running costs of the 
Council, which we call revenue costs, which is in turn funded by Council 
Tax and business rates as well as Government grant, £167.6m  for 
2014/15 

• The Capital programme, which covers major projects and “one-off” spend, 
and which is funded by Government grant and capital receipts, £37.4m for 
2014/15 (grant £33.5m, receipts £3.9m). 

 
1.6 The General Fund (or revenue budget), includes income from both specific 

grants and from fees and charges: 
 

• Specific Grants, these are funds given to the Council for a specific National 
Government policy that have to be spent on the required service area, 
such as Housing Benefits (£75.6m) and Public Health (£9.1m), total 
£110.5m for 2014/15 

• Fees and Charges, which is income raised by the Council where we have 
the ability to charge residents for services, some charges set nationally, 
such as planning, some we cannot make a profit on, such as parking 
income and some we have local discretion around, although we may be 
competing with the private sector, such as Crematoria. Total fees and 
charges £49.7m for 2014/15. 

 
1.7 In addition to the General Fund (revenue budget), the Council’s overall budget 

responsibilities also include separate funding streams for housing and schools, 
together with a specific grant for the Public Health function, comprising: 

 

• The Housing Revenue Account (HRA), which covers the running costs of 
the Council’s housing stock, £55m for 2014/15, broadly funded by rent 
payments and service charges from tenants, and for which there is a 
separate capital programme, £46.1m 2014/15 (including Decent Homes 
funding £23.6m). 

• Dedicated Schools Grant (DSG), which funds the running costs of schools 
plus central Council costs of supporting schools, £123.1m for 2014/15 
(after academy recoupment), this is largely passported directly on to 
schools, although we are still responsible for school place provision. 

• Public Health Grant of £9.7m which funds a range of mandated and non-
mandated services set out within the terms of the Grant. 
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1.8 The overall General Fund budget for Havering for 2014/15 is summarised in the 
table below: 

 

Element £m 

Net Spend on Council Services 167.6

Levies from External Bodies 12.7

Unringfenced Specific Grants from Government (14.8)

Revenue Support Grant from Government (38.9)

Business Rates including top-up payment (30.8)

Collection Fund payments for Council Tax (95.8)

 
1.9 This can be further broken down to indicate how the Council’s own spend is 

made up, this is set out in the table below: 
 

Service Area Net Spend 
£m 

% Spend 

Culture, Community & Economic Development 42.0 23.7 

Public Health 9.7 5.5 

Children’s, Adults & Housing 103.5 58.3 

Resources 5.0 2.8 

Corporate Financial Matters including Contingency 17.1 9.6 

Sub Total 177.3 100.0 

Less Public Health specific grant (9.7)  

Net Spend 167.6  

 
1.10 Further information on the detailed composition of the Council’s budget are 

shown in the pie charts below.  The first chart shows the flows of money into 
the Council.  As can be seen, the overall scale of the Council’s finances is 
nearly £450m.  In addition, the pie chart does not show the Housing Revenue 
Account which is the trading account bringing in rents and leaseholder charges 
and spending it each year on managing the Council’s housing stock.  Taken all 
together the Council is a half a billion  pound business, which helps explain the 
complexity of our financial arrangements and the estimates that the budget 
strategy needs to contain in respect of managing cashflow, contingencies, 
interest, inflation, and so on.  
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1.11 The second pie chart shows what the Council spend its money on.  The chart 

demonstrates graphically the great variation in costs and expenditure on the 
different services the Council provides.  It can be seen, for example, that social 
care costs at £73.4m dwarf expenditure on some universal services such as 
refuse and waste collection, planning and highways.  The housing item is for 
housing benefits, as the chart indicates, these are currently fully funded by the 
Government through grant funding. 

 
 

 
 

  
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1.12 Havering is generally a low spending local authority, and receives a low level of 

grant funding from Government; comparative figures are shown in the table 
below, with a full list of all London boroughs shown in Appendix B.  That said, 
as can be seen from the pie charts, Government grant is becoming a small 
proportion of the Council’s overall income and is expected to halve over the 
next four years, to around £23m.  There is every prospect that grant funding will 
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disappear completely by the end of the current decade, leaving local authorities 
entirely dependent on Council Tax, business rates, and fees & charges – with 
possibly some specific grants – as their sources of funding. 
 

Authority 

Grant Per 
Head 
£s 

Barking and Dagenham 611.48 
Bexley 315.63 
Bromley 246.57 
Harrow 326.13 
Havering 293.63 
Newham 709.56 
Redbridge 378.66 
Richmond Upon Thames 245.38 
Sutton 389.86 
Outer London Average 418.86 

All London Average 532.84 

 
1.13 This gives Cabinet some idea how complex the funding system for local 

authorities is, and both the overall scale of the Council’s budget and where the 
spending on individual services lies.  In addition, there are numerous changes 
occurring virtually every year to the funding system and some of these have 
major impacts on local authorities and, in turn, their financial planning and 
budget strategies.  The Council is the largest employer in the borough and thus 
has a major impact on the area, not just through the services we provide to our 
local community and a wide range of individuals, but also with a substantial 
workforce and a major relationship with a wide range of providers of goods and 
services. 

 
2. GOVERNMENT FUNDING AND THE LIKELY FUTURE IMPACT 
 
2.1 Previous reports to Cabinet during the last budget setting cycle considered both 

the annual National Budget for 2013 and the Comprehensive Spending Review.  
Briefly, the key elements of these were as follows: 

 

• A 1% spending reduction for most Government departments for 2 years 

• An exemption for local government from this, with the impact only being felt 
in 2014/15 

• A 10% spending cut for the Department for Communities & Local 
Government in 2015/16 

• The likelihood of additional funding cuts for Havering in that year, with 
potentially a further reduction arising from changes in the treatment of New 
Homes Bonus 

• Extension of the Council Tax freeze grant for a further two years, based on 
a 1% rise, together with a continued “cap” on rises at 2%. 
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2.2 The Chancellor announced his fifth budget to the House of Commons on 19th 
March 2014, stating improvements to the growth forecasts for the current and 
forthcoming years. Although very little was announced in terms of local 
government, growth forecasts and net borrowing figures have improved 
considerably since last year’s Spending Round. 
 

2.3 Despite the improved national picture, the amount of spending reduction is set 
to continue for the foreseeable future.  It has been widely communicated that 
further public sector spending restraints will continue to the end of the decade 
with the view that Departmental Expenditure Limits (DEL) will reduce 
considerably after the next elections.  These reductions based on the 
Government spending projections could possibly see some of the biggest 
reductions in spending since austerity began.  In addition, it was also 
announced that some departments will continue to be ring-fenced resulting in 
further reductions to unprotected departments. Assuming the next Government 
continue to ring-fence the NHS and Education, local government could be a 
target for significant spending reductions up to 2020.  The table below shows 
the potential reduction in DEL excluding any departmental protection: 

 
 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 

Resource AME  2.50% 2.70% 2.90% 2.90% 2.00% 

Resource DEL   -3.20% -2.50% -4.50% -5.30% -2.90% 

Public Sector Current 
Expenditure 

0.00% -0.70% 0.20% -1.60% -2.40% -0.90% 

 
2.4 More detail of the Budget announcements is set out in Appendix A.  From this 

announcement, it is possible to speculate on the potential impact on 
Government funding in broad terms, and how this relates to any future possible 
budget gap.  This is not without a degree of variation, as future funding will be 
determined by the incoming Government, after the 2015 General Election.  
However, the sheer scale of continued funding cuts means taking action at an 
early stage is essential. 

 
2.5 The current level of mainstream Government funding, Revenue Support Grant 

(RSG) for Havering for 2014/15 stands at just below £39m.  This reflects not 
only ongoing funding cuts, but significant changes in funding mechanisms, with 
the localisation of both business rates and Council Tax support in April 2013.  
For the purposes of budget planning, an assessment of the likely further 
reduction over the next 4 years, starting in 2015/16, has been undertaken, and 
this has been assessed as around £22.5m.  This would see Havering’s RSG 
fall to around £16m by 2018/19.  It is likely that the funding reduction will be 
higher in the earlier years, with the brunt falling in 2015/16 and 2016/17, and 
the budget strategy has been developed with this in mind. 

 
2.6 It is essential to bear in mind that this is an assessment based on national 

figures, with a degree of localised knowledge.  The actual funding gap could be 
higher or lower.  However, the current assessment is felt to be a reasonable 
one upon which the Council’s future strategy should be built. 
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2.7 There are added uncertainties around other elements of the funding system.  
Further major changes are taking place, with pooled budgets with the NHS 
being created as part of the Better Care Funding (BCF).  The Council also 
receives New Homes Bonus (NHB), but the long-term future of that funding 
stream beyond 2015/16 is currently unclear, and a reduction resulting from a 
top-slice of the overall grant sum is expected for next year.  There is also a 
ring-fenced, specific grant for Public Health and it is understood that the ring-
fencing will currently apply until 2015/16.  Additionally, the budget currently 
includes Council Tax freeze grant, which is guaranteed until 2015/16, but not 
currently beyond.  Should the treatment of these funding streams change, it will 
impact on the overall distribution model.  It will therefore be necessary to 
assess the proposed grant funds for 2015/16 once details of the financial 
settlement are announced. 
 

2.8 It is likely that a further Council Tax freeze grant will be offered for 2015/16.  
The current grant for 2014/15 stands at 1%, which in Havering equates to 
around £1.1m (this differs from a 1% tax rise owing to the basis of calculation of 
the grant), although the level at which a referendum would have to be held has 
remained at 2%.  There are no guarantees that the grant for this year and next 
will survive future years, or they could be rolled up with the resultant risk that  
Havering would not receive an equivalent amount, owing to the impact of 
damping.  There is also the loss of the cumulative effect of successive tax rises, 
which does not happen with the freeze grant. By way of example, four 
successive rises of 2% (which for the first year equates to around £1.9m) would 
generate nearly £8m in Council Tax. 
 

2.9 Aside from these issues, the incoming Government could decide either to 
extend protection of funding for what are seen as key areas, education and the 
NHS, or even to increase their funding.  This might lead to larger reductions in 
other spending areas, and in the past, local government has been more badly 
affected than any other departments.  Should this prove to be the case, then 
the funding reduction will inevitably be bigger than the one currently projected. 
 

2.10 Accepting the degree of risk, it is felt that the current assessment of funding 
reduction is sufficiently robust on which to build a new budget strategy.  It will 
be necessary to monitor developments and determine the impact of any 
subsequent announcements.  Should the position change materially, further 
reports will be brought to Cabinet as necessary. 
 

3. REVIEW OF FINANCIAL PROSPECTS 
 
3.1 The projected budget gap for the current four year period, ending in 2014/15, 

was assessed as £40m, as Cabinet will be aware.  Given an expectation that 
Government funding will fall at the rate identified above, it would be reasonable 
to assume a reduction of at least £22m in funding.  This in turn would need to 
be fed into the overall budget position over the coming four years.  This 
suggests a budget gap at least equivalent – but more likely higher than – the 
one currently being met through the Council’s financial strategy. 
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3.2 On that basis, for planning purposes, a broad assessment had been 
undertaken as part of the development of the 2014/15 budget, of the likely 
budget gap over the subsequent 4 year period.  This quantified that, based on 
the funding reduction set out above, the overall projected budget gap was 
expected to be in the region of £60m.  This sum was based on the following 
elements: 
 

 2015/16 
£m 

2016/17 
£m 

2017/18 
£m 

2018/19 
£m 

TOTAL 
£m 

Demographic growth 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 8.0 

Inflation (net) 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 14.0 

Freedom pass 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 1.6 

Pensions Fund 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 6.0 

Levies 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 4.4 

Interest -0.9    -0.9 

Government grant 
reductions 

10.0 4.5 4.0 4.0 22.5 

Transformation costs 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 4.0 

TOTAL 18.6 14.0 13.5 13.5 59.6 

 
3.3 A short explanation for each of these items is shown in the table below: 

 

Element Explanation 

Demographic growth Estimated cost arising from changes in demography; 
population mix and make-up especially the age profile, 
demand for services, increase in population and 
number of households 

Inflation (net) Allowance for inflationary rises in pay (2%), goods and 
services (3%), other costs (1.5%), with a 
corresponding increase in fees & charges (2%) 

Freedom pass Estimated annual rise in contribution to scheme, to 
reflect rises in numbers and fare levels – covered 
further in report below 

Pensions Fund Provision for annual increase in contributions to fund, 
based on most recent actuarial review, to bridge 
historic funding deficit – covered further in report 
below 

Levies Estimated increase in levy levels, largest being ELWA 
– covered further in report below 

Interest Anticipated rise in interest rates leading to higher level 
of interest earned 

Government grant 
reductions 

Projected impact of ongoing reductions in mainstream 
grant funding resulting from Government austerity 
programme and assessments of impact on local 
funding levels 

Transformation costs Initial assessment of funding needed to deliver a 
further, extensive programme of services changes and 
savings plans, including sufficient provision to 
corporately fund any redundancy costs 
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3.4 In very broad terms, the approach historically has been to align budget savings 

with reductions in Government funding.  It is proposed that this principle will be 
enshrined in this budget strategy, on the basis that the Government expects 
authorities to reduce their spending to reflect national funding levels.  Over the 
four years, therefore, a similar level of savings to the grant reduction of £22m 
would be covered by the strategy. 

 
3.5 As previously advised to Cabinet, Government projections over this period 

currently assume rises of 2% in Council Tax and 3% in business rates.  Should 
these not be achieved, then there is a risk that that the budget gap could 
potentially increase even further.  However, the initial assessment of an overall 
gap of £60m was felt to be a sufficiently robust starting point from which a new 
four year budget strategy should be developed.  The accompanying report sets 
out the Administration’s proposed approach and the planned budget strategy. 

 
4. BUDGET STRATEGY FOR 2015/16 ONWARDS 
 
4.1 As part of the previous budget cycle, the overall assessment of the financial 

position across the next four years was set out.  It was proposed that officers 
would commence work on a new financial strategy, designed to accommodate 
the projected budget gap, with the intention of bringing these proposals to 
Cabinet during the second half of 2014.  This was to enable sufficient time for 
robust proposals to be developed, but also to allow for the fact that the funding 
gap alone for the next financial year would require early action, allowing 
sufficient time to consult and implement.  Financial planning for the period 
commencing in 2015/16 has therefore been progressed with that scale of gap 
in mind. 

 
4.2 In developing these proposals, it has been borne in mind that the projected gap 

does carry some degree of risk.  However, officers feel that it is inevitable that 
the gap for the coming four years will be higher than that already dealt with 
since 2010.  With an expected significant funding gap in the first two years, 
whilst the different elements may change, the scale is not likely to.  The 
strategy has been developed with this in mind.  Clearly, with a General Election 
imminent, there may be shifts in policy and funding; one example being the 
continued existence of the Council Tax freeze grant.  The strategy will therefore 
inevitably need to be refined as time rolls out, but the basic thrust, i.e. 
continued austerity and funding cuts, clearly require a further programme of 
spending reductions within local authorities.  The alternative would be Council 
Tax rises at levels not seen since the early 1990s, which are likely to be 
completely unacceptable to our local community, let alone affordable in the 
ongoing economic climate. 

 
4.3 There will be some uncertainty until the local government financial settlement 

for 2015/16 is announced; this will almost certainly not be until Christmas.  It is 
unlikely, given provisional figures were announced as part of the last 
settlement, and this is the last year under the current CSR, there will be any 
material shift in funding.  It will be necessary to review the position around 
Council Tax freeze grant, and especially if there is any indication of the long-
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term treatment of this funding source.  However, what is abundantly clear is 
that local authorities will continue to become ever more reliant on Council Tax 
and business rates for the majority of their funding.  Given that business rates 
are set nationally, the only scope afforded councils is their ability to grow their 
business rates base.  As has previously been pointed out to Cabinet, this is 
extremely difficult, given Havering’s historic base. 

 
4.4 Havering has mounted a long campaign over the lack of fairness of the funding 

system for local authorities, including detailed responses to the various 
settlements and meetings with Ministers.  None of these has seen any material 
change in the system.  Havering has therefore remained a low-funded council, 
as the table earlier in the report illustrates quite clearly.  But with the continual 
reduction in mainstream grant funding, the Council’s focus needs to shift to 
lobbying where this is still important – in particular, new burdens arising under 
the Care Act.  The Council is also looking to ensure that other income sources 
are being maximised, in particular: 
 

• Collection rates on Council Tax and business rates are as high as possible 

• Economic development activities to assist local businesses, to attract in 
new businesses where possible, and to get our fair share of the LEP 
funding. 

 
4.5 Given the potential scale of the budget gap identified during the latter stages of 

the last budget cycle, officers have been working on a range of proposals, 
alongside the review of the gap itself.  The aim was to establish a series of 
measures to bridge the gap, for discussion with the incoming Administration 
post the May 2015 election, and to present these proposals to Cabinet after the 
Summer break.  These proposals are now set out in the accompanying report 
to Cabinet. 
 

4.6 The Council’s revenue budget strategy statement has been amended to reflect 
this approach.  This is attached at Appendix C for Cabinet to recommend for 
adoption to Council. 

 
5. SCHOOLS AND EDUCATION 
 

Education Services Grant 
 
5.1 The Education Services Grant (ESG) is allocated per pupil to LAs and 

academies according to the number of pupils on the roll.  The grant is intended 
to fund a range of LA statutory responsibilities which transfer to academies 
when they convert.  Following a consultation by the DfE the grant will reduce in 
2015-16.  In 2014-15 LAs receive £113.17 per pupil (reduced from £116.46 per 
pupil in 2013-14) for the number of pupils attending maintained schools and 
£15 per pupil for all pupils regardless of the whether they attend maintained 
schools or academies.  Academies receive £140 per pupil which includes £27 
transitional protection.   
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In 2015-16 the grant will reduce to £87 per pupil although academies will 
receive transitional protection to ensure their overall funding does not reduce by 
more than either 1% or 3% depending on previous ESG payments. 

 
5.2 The grant to LBH for 2014-15 is £3,219,159 but on the basis of current pupil 

numbers will reduce to £2,603,243, a reduction of £615,917 (19%).  The final 
allocation for 2015-16 will be recalculated based on the increased pupil 
numbers attending LA maintained schools but will also take into account three 
primary schools that became academies during 2014-15.  The net effect will be 
a further reduction in grant. 
 

DSG 
 
5.3 In 2015-16, schools and school related expenditure including Early Years 

Education and High Needs provision will continue to be funded through a ring-
fenced Dedicated Schools Grant.  The DfE has decided not to introduce a 
national funding formula in 2015-16 as previously announced, delaying this until 
it is able to provide some certainty on schools funding for at least a three year 
period.  The DfE has, however, moved towards a national formula by leveling 
up the funding that LAs allocate to schools through their funding formulae.  
Havering already funds schools above the newly introduced minimum funding 
levels so receives no additional funding.  DSG funding for 2015-16 will therefore 
be at the same amount per pupil as in 2014-15 and the previous two years with 
no increase of inflation.   There are likely to be additional pressures on the DSG 
in 2015-16 particularly in funding in-year growth and meeting increasing costs 
of High Needs provision. 

 
 
 
 

REASONS AND OPTIONS 
 
 
 
Reasons for the decision: 
 
It is essential that the Council’s financial strategy takes due account of Government 
plans, and any other material factors where these are likely to have an impact on the 
Council’s financial position.  This report sets out the background to the Council’s 
financial position and the initial budget gap projection, as a precursor to the 
development of a long term budget strategy.  This report is intended to ensure that 
Cabinet is appropriately aware of the context in which that strategy has been 
developed. 
 
Other options considered: 
 
None.  The Constitution requires this as a step towards setting the Council’s budget. 
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  IMPLICATIONS AND RISKS 
 
 
Financial implications and risks: 
 

The Council’s budget process will ensure that financial implications and risks are fully 
met.  There are continuing risks with the potential impact on funding arising from both 
the Budget and CSR announcements, as highlighted in both this and the previous 
report to Cabinet.  The steps already taken by the Council should mitigate this, but it is 
evident that a longer term approach now needs to be considered, as the potential 
scale of the future budget gap could prove to be even bigger than the gap the Council 
is currently addressing. 
 

As part of this process, Members need to be suitably aware of the background to the 
Council’s current financial position, and the context within which the budget strategy 
has been developed. 
 
 
Legal implications and risks: 
 

The Council is subject to a number of duties in relation to revenue, capital and 
procurement.  For instance, as a Best Value Authority the Council is under a duty to 
“make arrangements to secure continuous improvement in the way in which its 
functions are exercised, having regard to a combination of economy, efficiency and 
effectiveness." s 3 Local Government Finance Act 1999.  The Council is also under an 
implied duty to set a balanced budget.  Otherwise there are no apparent specific legal 
risks in adopting the Recommendations set out in the Report. 
 
Human Resources implications and risks: 
 

The Council continues to work closely with its staff and with Trades Unions to ensure 
that the effects on staff of the savings required have been managed in an efficient and 
compassionate manner.  
 
Equalities implications and risks: 
 

As this report merely sets the background and context to the Council’s Financial 
Strategy, there are no specific equalities implications or risks at this stage.  However 
any savings that need to be considered following publication of details of the Local 
Government Financial Settlement may carry equalities implications and risks and 
accordingly, these will need to be analysed to ensure that mitigating action can be 
taken to reduce any disproportionate impact on protected characteristics set out in the 
Equality Act. 
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Other Risks: 
 

There are no particular other risks arising, but Cabinet is asked to be mindful of the 
risks inherent with forecasting as well as the general economic background and its 
volatility over the last 5 or 6 years. 
 
 
 
 

BACKGROUND PAPERS 
 

 
There are none. 
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APPENDIX A 
 

BUDGET 2014 

 

Headlines 

• Forecast growth for 2013 rises to 1.4% from 0.6% 

• Improved net borrowing forecasts  

• Further cuts in departmental expenditure required after 2015/16 

• Increases to the personal allowance and tax bands 
 

 
Detail 
 
The Chancellor of the Exchequer presented his budget to the House of Commons on 
19th March 2014.  This briefing is to highlight the key announcements from the budget 
as well as how this affects Local Government.  
 
The Office for Budget Responsibility (OBR) has increased its forecasts for GDP 
growth this year and next.  Britain’s economy is now expected to grow by 2.7% for 
2014, an increase of 0.3% predicted in the 2013 Autumn Statement. Table 1 shows 
the revisions to the growth forecast as stated in the Autumn Statement. 
 
Table 1 – GDP growth forecasts for the UK 
 

Announcement 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 
Budget 2014 0.9% 0.2% 1.4% 2.7% 2.3% 2.6% 2.6% 
Autumn Statement 
2013 

0.9% 0.2% 1.4% 2.4% 2.2% 2.6% 2.7% 

Budget 2013 0.9% 0.2% 0.6% 1.8% 2.3% 2.7% 2.8% 
Emergency Budget 
2010 

2.3% 2.8% 2.9% 2.7% 2.7% - - 

 
In addition to the increase in growth, the Chancellor, based on the OBR’s forecasts, 
predicts the budget to run into a small surplus in 2018/19, however a large majority of 
the cuts required to reduce the deficit have as yet, not fed through into departmental 
spend.  Table 2 below shows the changes in Public Sector Net Borrowing forecast 
since the last Autumn Statement and the delay in balancing public sector debt. 
 
Table 2 – Public Sector Net Borrowing forecast for the UK 
 

Announcement 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 

Budget 2014 £108bn £95bn £75bn £44bn £17bn (£5bn) 

CSR 2013 £120bn £108bn £96bn £67bn £43bn 
No 

Forecast 

Autumn Statement 2012 £112bn £99bn £81bn £56bn 
No 

Forecast 
No 

Forecast 

Emergency Budget £60bn £37bn £20bn 
No 

Forecast 
No 

Forecast 
No 

Forecast 
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Austerity 

Further austerity is set to last until the end of the decade with further indications from 
Government that the NHS and Education will be protected for the foreseeable future. 

The Chief Secretary to the Treasury has asked the Ministers to set out an “ambitious 
new efficiency programme to deliver savings” from 2016-17 and across the next 
Parliament, in time for Autumn Statement 2014.  Table 3 below shows the real term 
reduction in Departmental Expenditure Limits (DEL).  As can be seen, the 2016-17 
and 2017-18 financial years show the biggest reduction in Departmental Expenditure 
Limits and with Education and NHS protected, unprotected departments could face 
the biggest reduction in funding seen to date. 

 
Table 3 – Real terms % change on previous year 
 

 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 

Resource AME  2.50% 2.70% 2.90% 2.90% 2.00% 

Resource DEL   -3.20% -2.50% -4.50% -5.30% -2.90% 

Public Sector Current 
Expenditure 0.00% -0.70% 0.20% -1.60% -2.40% -0.90% 
Source: Budget 2014 (Table 2.3) 

 

Income tax / National Insurance 

The personal allowance (the amount free from income tax) will rise to £10,500 on 6th 
April 2014. It had been scheduled to rise from £10,000. 

The higher rate tax band will rise to £42,285 next year (£41,825 in 2013/14, a 1% 
increase in threshold) 

The planned increase in National Insurance is set to be rolled out in 2016 which will 
significantly increase employees and employers contributions and raise £5.4bn to the 
treasury.  

Potholes 

£200 million will available for local authorities to fix potholes in their roads. Local 
Authorities will be able to bid for the funding. 

Other announcements 

• From 1st July 2014, cash ISAs and stocks and shares ISA limits will be merged 
into a single New ISA (NISA) limit that will be raised to £15,000 a year. 

• The limit that you can hold in Premium Bonds has been extended to £40,000 
from June this year and will rise to £50,000 in 2015. The number of premium 
bond £1million winners will also be doubled. 

• Tax on alcohol will rise in line with inflation except for spirits and cider which will 
be frozen and Beer duty which will be cut by 1p.   

• The escalator on tobacco duty at 2% above inflation will be extended until 
2015. 

• Fuel duty will remain frozen. 
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• A £7billion package has been announced to cut energy bills for businesses and 
households. Potential saving to consumers of £15 a year. 

• A cap of £119billion in 2015/16 has been set on welfare spending, rising to 
£127billion in 2018/19 and then will only rise in line with inflation. It will include 
housing benefit and disability allowance, but exclude pensions and job-seekers 
allowance. 

• The tax-break available under the new child-care system will be extended. 
From Autumn 2015, for every 80p parents spend on childcare the Government 
will add another 20p, up to £10,000 a year for each child - up from the £8,000 
previously outlined.  
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APPENDIX B 
 

2014/15 SETTLEMENT FUNDING PER HEAD OF POPULATION 
 

Authority 

Grant Per 
Head 
£s 

City of London 4,364.91 

Barking and Dagenham 611.48 

Barnet 329.80 

Bexley 315.63 

Brent 559.11 

Bromley 246.57 

Camden 812.40 

Croydon 402.97 

Ealing 450.42 

Enfield 468.91 

Greenwich 645.29 

Hackney 881.38 

Hammersmith and Fulham 663.73 

Haringey 632.34 

Harrow 326.13 

Havering 293.63 

Hillingdon 343.37 

Hounslow 385.40 

Islington 812.38 

Kensington and Chelsea 650.77 

Kingston Upon Thames 271.89 

Lambeth 723.15 

Lewisham 675.73 

Merton 359.33 

Newham 709.56 

Redbridge 378.66 

Richmond Upon Thames 245.38 

Southwark 788.96 

Sutton 389.86 

Tower Hamlets 856.22 

Waltham Forest 536.47 

Wandsworth 469.90 

Westminster 805.64 

Average Outer London boroughs 418.86 

Average all London boroughs 532.84 
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APPENDIX C 
 

REVENUE BUDGET STRATEGY 
 
The Council will ensure that there is an effective Medium Term Financial Strategy in 
place to drive forward the financial planning process and resource allocation. 

 
The Council recognises the pressures on its budget, and while seeking to protect and 
enhance front-line services as far as possible, will aim to contain these pressures 
within existing resources. Cabinet Members will examine all budget pressures and 
seek reductions where possible. 
 
The Council will wherever possible seek new funding and explore new ways of 
working. The Council will continue to look at new methods of service delivery to 
improve services to the public and the value for money that they provide, including 
working in connection with a range of other organisations and groups. 
 
By becoming an increasingly ‘connected council’, Havering will continue to seek to 
improve efficiency and deliver better value for money. In particular, the Council will 
aim to identify efficiencies that will not impact on the delivery of key services to local 
people. Its focus will be on identifying ways to reduce the cost to tax payers of running 
those services. 
 
The Council will ensure that, given the severe financial pressures it has already faced 
and is continuing to face, growth will only be supported in priority areas, and only 
where these are unavoidable. However, the Council will expect the Government to 
ensure that adequate funding is made available to fund any additional costs arising 
from new burdens placed on Havering, or from services transferred to it. 
 
The Council will ensure that the most vulnerable members of its community are 
protected, will continue to lead in the development of social cohesion, and will ensure 
that the services provided and resources allocated reflect the diverse nature and 
needs of our local community and our responsibilities to the local environment. 
 
The Council will lobby to ensure that the Government provides adequate funding to 
take on any new responsibilities and to illustrate the impact of the low funding basis for 
Havering and its residents.  However, it will ensure that, in broad terms, its spending is 
in line with the basis on which the Government allocates grant funding, and that 
spending levels will be realigned against any reductions in funding. The Council will 
therefore continue to reduce its spending where the Government removes funding, in 
line with the relevant level of reduction. 
 
The Council will engage with its local community, its partners and individual 
stakeholders in developing financial plans, and will reflect on the outcome of its 
consultation process in the identification of priorities and the allocation of resources. 
 
While addressing its priorities and setting a balanced and prudent budget, the Council 
will seek to keep any increase in the Council Tax to the lowest possible level and in 
line with its stated aspirations whilst maintaining reserves at the minimum level of 
£10m. 
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As part of that process, the Council will not utilise those reserves, or any reserves 
earmarked for specified purposes, to subsidise its budget and reduce Council Tax 
levels as this is neither a sustainable nor a robust approach. 
 
The Council will seek to ensure that sufficient financial resources are available to 
enable it to deliver a long-term savings plan within the constraints of funding available 
to it from both local taxpayers and the Government, and will seek to utilise any 
unallocated funds with that purpose in mind. 
 
The Council will adopt a prudent capital programme designed to maintain and, where 
possible, enhance its assets, in line with the Living Ambition. 
 
The Council will finance capital expenditure through a combination of external funding 
and receipts from the sale of assets that are deemed surplus to requirements, and will 
only apply prudential borrowing as a last resort, unless a business case can be made 
to finance investment through borrowing, or where there is an income or savings 
stream arising from the investment. 
 
The overarching objective of the Council’s financial strategy remains to deliver high 
quality, value for money services to our community, whilst ensuring that the cost of 
those services is compatible with the level of funding provided to it by the 
Government. 
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CABINET 
3 September 2014 

 
  
Subject Heading: 
 

THE COUNCIL’S FINANCIAL 
STRATEGY 

Cabinet Member: 
 

Cllr Roger Ramsey 

CMT Lead: 
 

Andrew Blake-Herbert 
Group Director Resources 

 
Report Author and contact details: 
 

 
Mike Stringer 
Head of Finance & Procurement 
01708 432101 
mike.stringer@havering.gov.uk 

 
Policy context: 
 

 
The Council is required to approve an 
annual budget and to establish a financial 
strategy and this report forms the initial 
part of that process.  It should be read in 
conjunction with the accompanying report 
on the financial background. 

 
Financial summary: 
 

 
This report sets out specific financial 
proposals as part of the development of a 
long term financial strategy for the Council 

 
Is this a Key Decision? 
 

 
No 

Is this a Strategic Decision? 
 

No 

When should this matter be reviewed? 
 

February 2015 

Reviewing OSC: 
 

Value 

 
The subject matter of this report deals with the following Council Objectives 
 
Ensuring a clean, safe and green borough 
Championing education and learning for all 
Providing economic, social and cultural activity in thriving towns and 
villages 
Valuing and enhancing the lives of our residents 
Delivering high customer satisfaction and a stable Council tax 

[X] 
[X] 
[X] 
 
[X] 
[X] 
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SUMMARY 
 
 
This report sets out the Council’s long term financial strategy to manage the 
implications of funding reductions and cost pressures over the next four years. 
 

It contains specific proposals to bridge the funding gap for the next two years, with 
further proposals that would move the Authority towards a balanced four-year budget. 
 

It describes how the Council has developed these proposals, focusing first on 
organisational costs and new ways of managing the Authority; and then on preserving 
as many as possible of the most valued local services, and services that support 
people in need within our community. 
 

Where possible, services will be run in a different and more efficient way in order to 
keep them available to the public, with more fundamental changes or closures being a 
last resort, in the absence of other alternatives. 
 

All proposals will be subject to full and proper consultation, with Councillors, staff, 
service users and the general public before any final decisions are made. 
 
 
 

RECOMMENDATIONS  
 
 
Cabinet is asked to: 

 
1. Note the original and currently projected budget gap and the assumptions upon 

which these have been based, and the risks associated with them. 
 

2. Agree the long term financial strategy, covering the period from 2015/16 to 
2018/19, set out in this report. 
 

3. Note that there is a range of risks and assumptions made as part of the 
development of this strategy and that updates will be provided to Cabinet 
should these vary. 
 

4. Note that any alternative proposals from Overview & Scrutiny or opposition 
groups will need to be subject to a robust review before they can be considered 
for inclusion in the Council’s budget and therefore must be submitted prior to 
the next meeting of Cabinet on 24th September in order to be considered for 
inclusion in public consultation. 
 

5. Consider the options available for the Local Council Tax Support Scheme and 
approve Option 1 (as set out in Appendix B) for consultation with the Greater 
London Authority, members of the public and other interested parties. 
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6. Note that a range of corporate strategies will be impacted by the budget 
strategy and these will need to be updated and approved accordingly. 
 

7. Review the initial proposal to maintain a core capital programme of around £4m 
a year subject to a detailed review of available receipts. 
 

8. Issue the approved financial strategy and proposed areas for budget reduction 
to Overview and Scrutiny in order to initiate appropriate consultation.  
 

9. Agree to receive a further report in late September where comments from 
Overview and Scrutiny will be considered prior to agreeing a final list of 
proposals for formal consultation with the local community, stakeholders, other 
interested groups, staff and unions. 
 

10. Note the advice of the Section 151 Officer in setting a robust budget. 
 
 
 

REPORT DETAIL 
 

 
 
1. STRATEGIC APPROACH 
 
1.1 As set out in the previous report, the Council has identified the impact of further 

funding reductions, cost inflation and service pressures over the next four 
years. As reported, the projected budget gap across the next four years 
amounted to approximately £60 million. 

 
1.2 Faced with such an unprecedented budget gap, and given the increasing 

impact on the Council’s budgets of demographic growth, and an ageing 
population, it is essential that the Council sets out a long-term strategy for 
tackling this.  This report is the first step in that process.  

 
1.3 The strategy to develop proposals that would resolve the initial £60 million 

budget requirement has been based on reducing the need for cuts to frontline 
public services as far as practicable.  There have been a number of steps to the 
strategy. 

 
1.4 The first step was to challenge robustly all of the corporate cost assumptions 

that underpinned the projected budget gap and work to reduce their impact on 
the Council’s bottom line.   

 
1.5 The second step was to feed into the budget the impact of decisions already 

taken to reduce the Council’s overheads or implement new and more efficient 
ways of working. These include the oneSource partnership with the London 
Borough of Newham. 
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1.6 That was followed by a thorough review of corporate provisions and financial 
matters – such as contingency levels – to ascertain whether these could be 
prudently revised to release more funding for frontline services. 

 
1.7 The fourth step was to examine the scope for further efficiency savings – ie, 

cuts to the Council’s bureaucracy that do not impact on frontline service 
delivery.  Despite the very significant measures undertaken over the past four 
years, these proposals include a number of further initiatives to save money 
through reductions in back-office costs, smarter commissioning, merging 
management and staff teams and doing some things differently whilst 
continuing to deliver similar services.  

 
1.8 Finally, once these options had been exhausted, the Cabinet have assessed 

the practicality of service reductions. Where possible, services have been re-
designed to deliver savings through a different operating model – as an 
alternative to closure of the service. That way, more valued services can be 
kept available for customers. 

 
1.9 Where service reductions have been considered, careful attention has been 

paid to the balance between maintaining key universal services – many of 
which are very popular with residents – and the Council’s responsibility to the 
most vulnerable members of the community, who rely on targeted and personal 
social services in order to live a full and rewarding life. 

 
2.  RE-ASSESSING COST PROJECTIONS 
 
2.1  Though it is essential to have a prudent budget strategy, it is also important that 

services are not reduced unless this is absolutely necessary, that being the 
case, the growth assumptions in the budget have been retested and scrutinised 
by the Cabinet. This has resulted in them being reduced by £15m over the 4 
year period. The details are contained in the Appendix A and it is important to 
understand that these decisions and revised assumptions have not been taken 
lightly.  

 
2.2 The largest adjustment is in assumptions about the amount of money the 

Council needs to build into its future budgets because of the pressure of a 
growing older population. The original assumptions contained pressure of £2m 
each year. These have been reduced from a total of £8m to £3m on the basis 
that they have not been completely called down from contingency over the last 
two years and that part of the organisational strategy in this area is to reduce 
demand where possible through focused efforts to intervene early with families 
in need and with older people on the cusp of needing expensive support 
services. 

 
2.3 Reductions in assumptions for contracts and staff wage inflation have also 

been reduced along with assumptions about keeping levy costs as low as 
possible. These are set out in full in Appendix A.  

 
2.4 There are a number of risks inherent in the adoption of this lower level as the 

basis on which to develop the future budget strategy.  Pay awards are set 
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nationally and there has been an almost blanket pay freeze since the 
commencement of the austerity drive, which is likely to lead to claims for rises 
being made by the unions.  Inflation rises in contracts and for other products 
and services are driven by a number of factors and these cannot all be 
controlled locally. Demand for services, which reflect both need and 
demographic changes can be difficult to predict, with the needs of individuals 
having a potentially significant financial effect. The general economic conditions 
impact on returns made on investments and that affects not only interest rates, 
but also pension funds.  Finally, with a General Election in 2015, Government 
spending plans are difficult to predict, although all the signs are that austerity 
will continue until the end of the current decade. 

 
2.5 Therefore, whilst the lower sum on which the budget strategy has now been set 

is felt to be robust, circumstances may change.  It will be necessary to monitor 
developments, for example, around pay negotiations, and should the forecast 
position change materially and not be containable, further reports will be 
brought back to Cabinet.  In broad terms, a change for the worse would in all 
likelihood necessitate additional savings having to be found, or to seek to 
negotiate around pay levels, contract service levels, and so on, as an 
alternative.  If there are material rises in service demand, for example due to 
rapid population growth in the borough, impacting on social care, freedom 
passes, and so on, then this would have to be reviewed to determine whether 
reductions in service availability or other savings would be required in the 
absence of other funding mechanisms. 
 

2.6 It is evident that older people’s demography and the Care Act can be seen to 
have a big influence on the Council’s budget.  As the borough with the most 
elderly population in London, we are carefully monitoring the new guidelines 
which are only now emerging on the Care Act and we will be strongly lobbying 
in order to try to ensure Havering gets a fair deal on any increased burdens that 
fall on the Council. 

 
2.7 The immediate impact of this is that the gap on which the future budget 

strategy, and in particular the savings proposals and approach to Council Tax 
levels, is to be based has now been refined to be in the region of £45m, as set 
out in the revised table below. 
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3. DECISIONS ALREADY TAKEN 

 
3.1 As a result of decisions taken already, there are three areas where savings 

have effectively already been approved; these are: 
 

• oneSource shared service with LB Newham; the business case for this 
was approved by Council in November 2013.  The creation of the shared 
service was expected to generate savings in the region of £10m in total, 
of which around £4m would fall to Havering.  The majority of this saving, 
around £3.4m, falls on the General Fund so can be taken as a budget 
saving.  Clearly, there are risks around achieving this level of savings 
over a range of services and an extended period of time, but it is now 
believed a higher level of savings will be delivered as the services and 
processes they follow are harmonised across the two Councils, and to 
reflect the general reduction in the overall scale of operations across the 
Council.  As a result of this, an additional £800k has been included 
within the budget strategy, spread equally over 2016/17 and the 
following year, making around £4.2m in total. 
 

• CEME; as part of the corporate office property strategy, the Council’s 
training facilities have been relocated to the Town Hall site from the 
CEME building in Rainham.  A net saving of £100k arises from this 
relocation. 

 

• Refuse contract; the award of the waste and recycling collection contract 
was agreed by Cabinet in January 2014.  There are annual savings of 
around £180k arising as a result of this contract award. 

 
3.2 In overall terms, these three items reduce the revised budget gap of £45m by 

around £4.5m over the four years, to just over £40m. 
 

4.  REVIEW OF COPORATE PROVISIONS AND FINANCIAL MATTERS 
 

4.1 There are a small number of budget reductions now proposed that are not 
specifically service-related: 

 
4.2  Contingency: the budget includes a risk-assessed contingency fund, which is 

subject to an annual review.  The fund has stood at £2m for a number of years.  
There have been a significant number of budget risks, not the least being the 
scale of the current savings programme and the fundamental changes in local 
authority funding, but given these are now bedding in, a review of the 
contingency fund is appropriate.  At this early stage, it is felt reasonable to allow 
for a reduction of £1m in the size of the fund, leaving £1m within the base 
budget, subject to a full review as part of the budget setting cycle. 

 
4.3 Council Tax base: historically, a prudent approach has been taken to the 

calculation of the Council Tax base and the resultant impact on Council Tax 
revenue yield.  There is strong evidence that the number of properties 
generating Council Tax within Havering is growing.  It is therefore now felt 
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prudent to build this into the budget strategy and an annual increase of 0.5%, 
equating to around £500k a year, or £2m in total across the 4 years, is being 
reflected in the strategy. 

 
4.4 Interest: it is anticipated that interest rates will finally start to rise again, 

although speculation has gone on for some time about when this will occur, and 
the extent to which rates will rise.  An additional sum has already been included 
in the base budget gap calculation, and it is felt that further, smaller sums are 
achievable in 2015/16 and 2016/17, of £300k in each year, or £600k in total, to 
be achieved through the management of funds through a new treasury 
management strategy linked to a Council owned housing company. 

 
4.5 Adjustment to Recharges: Where the Council’s recharges are applied they 

normally have no impact unless applied to external bodies. The recharges to 
the Housing Revenue Account (HRA) have been reviewed in light of the service 
supplied following Homes in Housing coming back in house. An additional 
£465k needs to be applied to the HRA to ensure it is truly funding the service 
provided to it. 

 
4.6 In overall terms, these items would deliver an overall reduction of around £4m 

over the four years, reducing the remaining budget gap of £40m to around 
£36.5m.  This is the remaining gap that needs to be bridged by a range of 
savings proposals, or rises in Council Tax, or a combination of the two. The 
Council needs to set a balanced budget over the next two years and so the 
remainder of this budget strategy concentrates on the gap over 2015/16 and 
16/17 which, after all of the adjustments taken above, remains at £22.5m. 
 

5. FURTHER ORGANISATIONAL EFFICIENCIES 
 
5.1 Over the last 4 years the Council has taken a range of actions to preserve front 

line services despite the twin pressures of government grant reduction and the 
pressures of dealing with a growing and ageing population.  Considerable 
savings have been achieved while the community has noticed little if any 
differences in frontline services. 

 
5.2 This has been delivered through a wide range of internal organisational 

changes such as: 
 

• Better use of IT with many more automated systems 

• More efficient use of office space and IT-enabled remote working 

• Reductions in managerial levels  

• Reorganisations and staff savings 

• New 24/7 online payment and service request systems  

• Renegotiating contracts to save money. 
 

Inside the Council this has meant that 250 staff have been made redundant.  
 
5.3 Despite the wide-ranging nature of the Council’s efficiency reforms to date, 

further back office efficiency savings are being proposed to the sum of an 
additional £4.4m, bringing the total reductions through efficiency and 
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organisational changes to £23.1m.  The specific saving items are set out in 
more detail in Appendix B.  

 
5.4 The further efficiencies fall into the broad categories of: 
 

• restructuring to reduce staffing and management costs and reviews of 
terms and conditions; 

• contractual renegotiation, revised commissioning arrangements or 
alternative use of assets.  

 
5.5 A thorough review of how we deliver our front line services, including demand 

management strategies, revised assessment and commissioning arrangements 
has also taken place.  Proposals are brought forward for consideration under 
these headings to the value of £6.5m.  This is a significant number as it 
includes some changes in the way the Council delivers social care which is the 
Council’s largest spending area.  Savings are set out in the table in Section 8 
below and more detail is given of all of the proposals in Appendix B.  An 
explanation of the strategies to be adopted in older people’s and younger 
adults’ services is set out in the following paragraphs as they make up a 
substantial amount of the savings identified. 

 
Older and Vulnerable People 

 
5.6 The Council needs to retain capacity to help those most in need – it is a priority 

for the community that we do so.  We also need to retain capacity to help 
people help themselves.  We need to integrate our services with NHS services 
to offer more appropriate and joined up responses to local people’s needs.  We 
also need to respond to the requirements of the new Care Act.  Our services 
must also be personalised to the individual’s needs.  The Council does not 
provide all of these services themselves and will be seeking to build a more 
resilient voluntary, community and private sector local market for personalised 
care. 

 
5.7 The proposals in this area have therefore been reached after careful 

conversations and advice from the Council’s professional officers about how we 
can make better use of the Better Care Fund, assess people more 
appropriately, give them support to help themselves and make savings by 
integration with health.  The most vulnerable will be protected but some 
changes in the support services on offer and the level at which the Council will 
intervene are inevitable particularly given the new Care Act requirements, its 
new criteria and means test and the pressure on the Council’s budget.  All of 
these factors are very difficult to assess at present as the guidelines for the 
Care Act are still in consultation. 

 
5.8 There are risks in the savings proposed because the Care Act has only just 

been passed and this is very new territory.  However, the Cabinet believes that 
these reductions are possible and that they will safeguard the most vulnerable 
in our community.   
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Younger Adults 
 
5.9 The Council spends a significant amount on younger adults, though the service 

quality and level of personalisation is not always as high as it should be as 
evidenced by a recent Health Watch report.  The service is operating to a more 
traditional and old fashioned model than the majority of local authorities.  The 
proposals here are to individually review the needs of all of the service users 
and establish revised care packages that are more tailored to those individual 
needs. We believe that once these reviews have been undertaken and the local 
market stimulated, individuals will receive much more appropriate and 
personalised services.  However, it is recognised that some users and carers 
dislike changed arrangements and therefore these reviews will be undertaken 
with care and over time. 

 
5.10 Taking all of the budget assumptions and organisational and back office and 

service efficiency reductions together Cabinet have been able to bridge 
approximately £34m of the original £60m budget gap and £12m of the two year 
gap. 

 
6. PRIORITISATION OF KEY SERVICES 
 
6.1 Having taken all possible savings from organisational and service efficiency 

proposals, the Cabinet have reluctantly turned to the options for making 
changes to the way in which services are provided, in order to be in a position 
of setting a legal budget. 

 
6.2 In considering where to make further proposals, Cabinet has been mindful of a 

number of factors.  First, the community of Havering has already been clear in 
its prioritisation of the services that they hold most dear.  Having a safe, clean 
and well-maintained public realm has consistently been highlighted as top 
priorities in recent public consultation and surveys, including the two “Your 
Council, Your Say” surveys in 2011 and 2013 and the “Spring Clean” survey of 
2012. 

 
6.3 Bearing this in mind, the Cabinet is not making proposals that will alter the level 

of street cleansing currently in place or that will reduce the level of maintenance 
in our parks and open spaces, or our weekly refuse collections. The most 
recent “Your Council Your Say” survey in 2013 showed a marked improvement 
in public perception of cleanliness in Havering and it remains a clear priority of 
the Council. 

 
6.4 The Council invests in CCTV to help combat crime and again, given the 

strength of public feeling about community safety, the Cabinet is not proposing 
any changes to reduce CCTV coverage in the Borough.  Likewise, the schools 
crossing patrols are a very highly-valued service for parents across Havering 
and there are no proposals to change this service. 

 
6.5 Refuse collection consistently returns satisfaction scores of around 85% in 

public surveys and the Cabinet wish to maintain high satisfaction levels.  The 
Council has recently re-let the refuse collection contract and is committed to 
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maintaining weekly refuse collections for everyone and this is part of the new 
refuse collection contract.  

 
6.6 Surveys have also shown us that local people do worry about how older people 

are treated and about health and hospital services and again, though the 
Council will need to change how it delivers these services because of the new 
Care Act, Cabinet have been mindful that we must target what resources we 
have on the most vulnerable in our community. 

 
6.7 The complex nature of the Council’s budget arrangements has been spelt out in 

the accompanying technical budget report.  The way local services are 
delivered is not always clear to local people and the funding for schools is a 
case in point.  The Council does receive a dedicated schools budget to provide 
education in Havering and passes the majority of that money straight out to our 
schools to deliver education.  In agreement with the schools an element is 
retained to provide Local Authority support to the schools at their request.  The 
Council will continue to pass funding direct to schools and there are no 
proposals that relate to any reduction in direct school funding. The Council will 
also continue to fulfil its statutory obligation to provide school places for 
Havering’s children. 

 
6.8 Cabinet has reviewed the Statutory Services that the Council is required to 

provide by law.  However, the statutory requirement is not always explicitly 
spelt out in terms of level of service and so there is some room for 
interpretation.  However, there are some services that the Council must provide 
and so cannot reduce funding too far.  A good example of this is Children’s 
Services, where the Council has an absolute duty to safeguard children and to 
look after children when their home environment becomes unsafe. 

 
6.9 In considering statutory services however, Cabinet has also been mindful of the 

need to help people before they fall into a position of dependency.  Good 
examples of this are the interventions the Council makes to troubled families 
and troubled teenagers.  If the Council can provide an early intervention that 
assists a young person or their family get back on track, then it not only leads to 
a better quality of life for that child, but also saves the Council the costs of 
taking a child into care.  Cabinet has therefore been minded to strike the right 
balance between the level of statutory services and the early intervention 
services that can lead to an enhanced quality of life for residents and reduce 
demand for statutory social services. 

 
6.10 This balance is particularly challenging, given that targeted social services – 

largely children’s and adults’ social care, housing policy and homelessness, 
and help to children with special needs – represents around 60% of the 
Borough’s revenue budget.  For example: it costs £24,000 a year for an older 
person to be supported by the Council in a residential care home and we have 
700 older people placed in care homes at the moment.  The bill for their 
placements comes to £17m a year. By comparison, the cost of nearly all of the 
Council’s universal services (parks, culture and leisure, refuse collection and 
disposal, highways maintenance and street lighting, and libraries) is around 
£31m.  So spend on these residential placements alone is more than half of the 
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Council’s spend on services that impact on every resident and business in the 
borough. 

 
6.11 Cabinet is mindful both that the balance of potential savings presented must be 

fair for both the general population and for those in most need and has 
attempted to find the right balance in the savings that are proposed for 
consultation and set out below.  In total, approximately £7.1m worth of savings 
relate to potential service reductions.  Though Cabinet would rather not 
propose any such savings, these are proposed for consideration after all of the 
organisational and efficiency savings have been taken as set out in the report 
above. 

 
7. PROPOSED REDUCTIONS TO UNIVERSAL SERVICES  
 
7.1 Proposals are set out in detail within Appendix B and summarised in the table 

in Section 8, however the headlines are provided here. 
 
7.2 StreetCare, highways and the parks services are preserved with only efficiency 

savings being taken.  Cultural Services do provide popular universal services 
and therefore proposing reductions in this area is very challenging.  However, 
options have been prepared which seek to preserve services as much as 
possible by taking a different and more cost-effective approach to their delivery. 

 
7.3 Many councils are making decisions to close libraries.  Having considered 

carefully both the value of the libraries themselves and the role they play as 
community facilities within neighbourhoods, the Cabinet is consulting on a 
proposition that all 10 libraries remain open, however their opening hours will 
be changed.  The Council will consult on a proposition that the 4 core libraries 
of Romford, Hornchurch, Rainham and Harold Hill will remain open 6 days a 
week so there will always be a library open in each quadrant of the borough, 
with the remaining libraries operating on a reduced hours basis as set out in the 
relevant template.  The consultation will also review the strong contribution that 
volunteers and communities make to the service and put forward an option for 
more volunteer involvement both during and outside the new core hours.  This 
would facilitate libraries remaining open longer. 

 
7.4 The Queens Theatre trust receives £400,000 a year from the Council, our 

highest voluntary sector grant.  The trust gives enjoyment to thousands of 
people and is a much loved service.  There have been a wide range of changes 
in the theatre sector and it is proposed that the theatre works with the Council 
to review its operating model and reduce its reliance on grant support over the 
next two years, whilst preserving its valuable contribution to the cultured life of 
the Borough. 

 
7.5 Fairkytes Arts Centre is a well-used and respected arts centre.  The proposition 

here is to move towards cost recovery with a range of increases in charges.  
The Arts service also provides limited grant support to a number of smaller arts 
organisations and this is being reviewed.  
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7.6 Parking services – there will be a review of the fees, charges and operational 
model for parking services and bring charging and business operation into line 
with new legislative requirement and services elsewhere.  This will take due 
account of the outcome of the DCLG’s consultation on parking strategy that will 
lead to legislative changes.  The impact of these changes is reflected in the 
proposals set out in the relevant template and these will in turn be reflected in a 
new Council parking strategy. 

 
7.7 Our Regulatory Services are effective and innovative in their approach.  They 

are a mixture of statutory and non-statutory provision.  Nevertheless, our 
trading standards service operates above statutory minimum level and it is 
proposed to reduce the number of trading standards officers to better align with 
such levels.  Consumer Advice is provided on line through national portals. 

 
8. PROPOSED REDUCTIONS IN TARGETED SERVICES 
 

Services for Children and Young People 
 

8.1 Care needs to be taken in proposing savings for children’s services because of 
the statutory duties placed on Councils with respect to Safeguarding Children.  
However, the Government has withdrawn its funding for Children’s Centres and 
the Council must respond.  Options being explored include income generation, 
co-location and improved partnership working, maximising the potential of the 
Troubled Families programme (which is grant-funded), increasing the number 
of volunteers, the possible closure of some children centres, splitting the 
service to under 12s and over 12s, and closer working with the voluntary sector 
and local communities (including the potential use of Community Interest 
Companies).   

 
8.2 It is proposed to consult on a merger of the early intervention work undertaken 

by the Youth Service, to keep young people out of serious trouble, into the 
Early Help and Troubled Families service within Children’s Adults and Housing.  
The service will target vulnerable young people, to prevent growth of gang 
related activity, sexual exploitation, growth of extremism and diversion from 
drug and alcohol abuse.  It is proposed that current users of the Youth Service 
would be directed to the wide range of alternative provision in the borough.  A 
proposal has been put forward by a member of staff for an employee led mutual 
to take on aspects of the services work.  This proposal will need to be worked 
through in detail during the budget consultation process to establish if it is 
viable. 

 
9. LOCAL COUNCIL TAX SUPPORT SCHEME 
 
9.1 At a Full Council meeting In January 2013, Council Members approved the 

Local Council Tax Support Scheme (CTS) which replaced the National Council 
Tax Benefit Scheme and came into effect on 1 April 2013.  

 
9.2 In 2013/14 financial year, the CTS scheme received a 10% reduction in its 

funding from Central Government which was offset by savings from the Council 
Tax Reforms. 
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9.3 The CTS grant has since rolled into the Settlement Funding Allocation (SFA), 

which has been reduced in 14/15 in-line with the core funding reduction. For 
14/15 budget no amendments were made to the CTS scheme; instead this was 
covered as part of the Council’s financial strategy. 
 

9.4 Indicative figures suggest further reduction in RSG for 15/16 and beyond which 
includes the rolled in CTS grant. The level of reduction will not be known until 
December 2014 at the earliest, however the precise figures may not be 
exemplified in full but grouped with the core funding. As a result, a review of the 
CTS scheme is now required as a consequence of these reductions. 
 

9.5 The review has highlighted options for change in line with other surrounding 
Councils’ existing schemes which have duly considered and protected 
claimants of pensionable age in accordance with law.  Therefore the proposals 
for change only affect working age applicants.   
 

9.6 After much consideration, eight options have been put forward which propose 
changes that will reduce expenditure by varying degrees.  These options are 
set out in the relevant template in Appendix B and members are requested to 
approve one option.  
 

9.7 Officers recommend Option 1 for consultation because it evenly distributes the 
15% reduction in CTS and does not disproportionately impact any single 
vulnerable group.  This option also proposes the removal of Second Adult 
Rebate which provides rebates of up to 25% of the Council tax liability for the 
second adult, where the taxpayer’s income is too high to qualify for CTS.  
Finally Option 1 reduces the capital limit for working age applicants who would 
no longer qualify for Council Tax Support where their capital exceeds £6,000. 
 

9.8 The net savings in each proposal assumes a bad debt provision of 10% and 
passes on 20% to the Greater London Authority. 

 
9.9 Following Members’ approval of an option to revise the CTS scheme in 2015, 

the Council will consult with the Greater London Authority in advance of 
members of the public and other interested parties.  The consultation period is 
planned for six weeks commencing September 2014 in readiness for December 
2014 Cabinet. 

 
10. VOLUNTARY SECTOR 

 
10.1 The Council is reviewing its strategic and funding relationship with the voluntary 

sector to ensure that the investments it makes into community projects and 
voluntary sector services address need, reduce demand and provide value for 
money.  This will include reviewing the grants and contracts currently in place 
with community groups and voluntary sector organisations, including 
infrastructure services.  The review will aim to save the Council at least £1m.  It 
will also result in a new voluntary sector strategy being developed by March 
2015.  The review may also result in changes to the way infrastructure support 
is provided to the voluntary sector. 
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10.2 In 2013/14, the Council spent approximately £8.7m funding services from the 

voluntary and community sector, including: 
 

• Core funding grants to organisations (e.g. HAVCO and Citizens Advice 
Bureau) 

• Small grants for community projects 

• Larger contractual arrangements for specific commissioned services 
(mainly in social care). 

 
10.3 Not all the £8.7m comes from the Council’s general fund – £1.2m of this is 

external funding for specific purposes (eg. MOPAC grant) that it uses to 
commission voluntary sector providers to deliver specific services.  As well as 
grants and other funding arrangements, historically, the Council has also 
provided subsidies to the voluntary sector, by way of: 

 

• “equitable rents”, set at one-third of open market commercial rents, 
amounting to a subsidy of £300,000 per annum, to 19 community 
organisations renting Council premises.  

• £223,802 in discretionary rate relief to 94 organisations with charitable 
status. 

 
11. SUMMARY OF SAVINGS PROPOSALS FOR CONSULTATION 
 
11.1 Appendix B provides more detail of each of the proposals. However this table 

lists them for ease of reference. 
 

Summary Table 15/16 16/17 Total

Customer Services (0.100) (0.300) (0.400)

Terms and Conditions 0.000 (0.500) (0.500)

Street Care Efficiencies (0.200) (0.150) (0.350)

SLM contract renegotiation 0.000 (0.250) (0.250)

Youth Service (0.250) (0.616) (0.866)

Regulatory Services (0.160) (0.010) (0.170)

Corporate Policy & Community (0.100) 0.000 (0.100)

Business and Performance 0.000 (0.250) (0.250)

Communciations (0.045) (0.030) (0.075)

Adults (3.200) (0.710) (3.910)

Income Generation (0.450) (0.150) (0.600)

Staffing Efficiencies (0.610) (0.500) (1.110)

Adults Commissioning (1.000) (1.450) (2.450)

Housing Commissioning (0.561) 0.000 (0.561)

Council Tax Support (1.244) 0.000 (1.244)

Culture and Leisure (0.400) (0.400) (0.800)

Childrens Services (0.300) (0.300) (0.600)

Parking (1.000) 0.000 (1.000)

Libraries 0.000 (1.138) (1.138)

Voluntary Sector (0.045) (1.100) (1.145)

Total (9.665) (7.854) (17.519)  
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12. PUBLIC HEALTH 

 
12.1 The Council assumed responsibility for Public Health on 1 April 2013 when the 

Service and a Ring Fenced Grant of £8.8m for 2013/14 and £9.17m for 2014/15 
where transferred to the Council.      

 
12.2 On 12th February 2014, Cabinet considered a report on the Council’s Budget 

Strategy 2014/15 and agreed the following priorities for Public Health funding:  
 

• Children’s health and wellbeing including reducing inequalities     

• Support for older people and people with long term conditions  

• Tackling lifestyle priorities that are fuelling poor health outcomes 
particularly  for diabetes, cancer and COPD  

• Wider considerations. 
 
12.3 The Integrated Care Joint Health and Social Care Coalition for Barking 

Havering and Redbridge has produced a draft 5 year Strategic Plan. This 
includes a section on Health Prevention and Promotion Priorities for the 
coalition which is reflected in the work programmes of all of the public health 
teams. The priorities in the strategy are in line with those agreed by Cabinet.  

 
12.4 Areas covered by these priorities have been reviewed and where appropriate 

prioritised for spending from the Public Health Grant. The impact of these 
decisions taken together is that there is a high degree of confidence that the 
grant spend matches priorities and that as a consequence approximately 
£1.65m of General Fund has been released.    

 
12.5 It had previously been agreed that the spending plan should be developed in 

conjunction with the Health and Wellbeing Board and delegated to the Cabinet 
Members for Value and Individuals to sign off and this is currently being 
progressed.   

 
12.6  There is a guarantee that the grant will be ring-fenced until 2015/16.  However, 

the future of the grant beyond that point is uncertain.  If the functions remain 
with local authorities, then it is clear that the associated costs and service 
expectations do so as well.  It is possible that the grant will become un-ring-
fenced, or be rolled up into the mainstream funding system.  There are risks 
that Havering would not then receive an equivalent sum, owing to the operation 
of current damping arrangements.  This means this will need to be kept under 
review following the General Election and the subsequent CSR 
announcements.  

 
13. IMPLICATIONS FOR COUNCIL TAX 
 
13.1 The savings proposals in this report total £17.5m over the first two years.  As 

can be seen, along with the other budget adjustments this still does not bridge 
the total funding gap and so further consideration may be required in respect of 
finding additional savings or raising Council Tax.  Given the scale of reductions 
proposed in this report, at this stage Cabinet are minded to recommend an 
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increase in Council Tax of around 2% each year in order to balance the budget 
although this would be subject to the final settlement announcement.  The 
alternative to this is to identify further reductions.  Cabinet believe they have 
pushed the efficiency and organisational changes to the limit of its appetite for 
risk.  However, this is a matter that will be further considered during discussions 
with Overview and Scrutiny and in the budget consultation period.  

 
14. THE PACKAGE OF SAVINGS 
 
14.1 Taken together, the Cabinet believe that this package of savings finds the right 

balance in these challenging financial times.  Details of each proposal are set 
out in the Appendix at the end of this report.  Cabinet proposals will: 

 

• Challenge corporate assumptions by reducing projected increases in costs  

• Take the maximum efficiencies we believe is prudent and possible 

• Protect Havering’s most vulnerable residents 

• Preserve the services that residents consistently tell us they value most 

• Seek to keep as many services open as possible, by doing things differently 

• Make carefully considered reductions to services, based on an assessment 

of what are the least-worst options 

 
15. CONSULTATION, ALTERNATIVE PROPOSALS AND LOBBYING 
 
15.1 If agreed by Cabinet, these proposals will be issued for consultation to a 

specially-convened joint session of Overview & Scrutiny on 8th September.  A 
Cabinet meeting on 24th September will then consider feedback from Overview 
& Scrutiny, before authorising public consultation on the final proposals.   

 
15.2 Given the overall scale of the budget gap and the need to develop and 

implement proposals effective from 2015/16, should any of the proposals be 
rejected, either at the joint OSC meeting or the subsequent Cabinet meeting, 
alternative proposals will need to be put forward.  The proposals currently 
before Cabinet have been through a thorough and robust review process, 
including, where appropriate equalities impact assessments, and it will be 
necessary to ensure that any alternatives are subject to a similar review.  This 
will apply equally to any proposals submitted as part of the formal budget 
setting process in February 2015.  This is now essential to ensure the detailed 
proposals included in the budget for 2015/16 have been properly evaluated, 
scrutinised and assessed.  Officers are available to discuss the detailed 
proposals set out in this report and any alternatives that Members may wish to 
identify. 

 
15.3 The public consultation programme will take a number of forms, including 

comprehensive communication of the proposals; public meetings; meetings 
with affected groups and individuals and significant online engagement.  The 
individual strands of consultation, as they relate to specific service proposals, 
will be undertaken with due regard to legislation and best practice guidance and 
in accordance with our duties under the Equalities Act. 
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15.4 Reports to Cabinet over a number of years have highlighted the relatively low 

funding levels Havering receives as a result of the various national funding 
systems that have been in place.  The same principles have also affected 
funding for both Public Health and the new Better Care Funding stream.  The 
Administration intends to mount a campaign to lobby for a more proportionate 
level of funding, reflective of the needs of our community, in the coming 
months.  However, the strategy now proposed can only reflect the funding 
Havering receives; any improvement in the position would obviously reduce the 
pressures on the Council’s budget, but are unlikely to significantly impact on the 
proposals already before Cabinet. 

 
16. SPECIFIC BUDGET ISSUES 
 
16.1 There are a small number of specific issues which have a significant impact on 

the budget, which are addressed below.  These have been highlighted in 
previous reports to Cabinet, but are raised here so Cabinet is aware of them in 
the context of the development of the future budget strategy. 
 
Pension Fund 
 

16.2 The position with the Pension Fund was covered at some length as part of the 
last budget setting cycle.  Cabinet agreed to make a cash investment in the 
Fund in response to discussions with the Council’s actuaries, and this took 
place prior to the previous year end.  This was reflected in the outcome of their 
review.  There remains a significant funding gap which the current budget 
strategy has sought to address and this is still the case. 
 

16.3 The projected budget gap assumes an annual contribution of £1.5m a year over 
the next 4 years – although with a reduced contribution in the first year, 
2015/16, resulting from the cash investment.  Whilst the funding gap has 
reduced over the last year, there is still an historic deficit which the annual 
contribution is designed to reduce.  This is part of the funding plan agreed with 
the Council’s actuaries. 
 
Freedom Pass 

 
16.4 The Council’s current contribution to the concessionary fares scheme stands at 

just below £8m.  Havering has seen lower rises than other boroughs, due to our 
comparative usage figures, and this is reflected in the proposed future strategy.  
A sum of £300k per year is now being included, rather than the original £400k.  
There remains a risk that a significant rise in usage could affect Havering’s 
contribution, but it is currently felt that this can be contained within the sum set 
out in the detailed schedule. 
 
Levies 

 
16.5 There are a number of levies raised on Havering, the largest of which is East 

London Waste Authority (ELWA).  The overall levies budget is just under £13m, 
of which the biggest element, ELWA, is around £12m.  The ELWA levy is 
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predominantly made up of the Shanks contract.  The budget strategy is based 
on the most recent forward plan for the Authority and these figures are reflected 
in the schedules.  There are risks associated with waste tonnages, as the levy 
reflects these, so a disproportionate rise will affect the distribution between the 
constituent Councils. 
 
Impact on Council Strategies 
 

16.6 The budget strategy and the savings proposals will impact on a number of 
strategies previously agreed by the Council, through either Cabinet or Cabinet 
member delegation, not the least because of the sheer scale of the budget gap 
to be bridged.  On the assumption that Cabinet agrees the proposals, after 
considering the views of the joint Overview & Scrutiny Committees, these 
proposals will then be subject to a formal consultation process.  It will be 
necessary to undertake a concurrent review of any strategies affected and to 
submit these for approval, and any necessary consultation process, over the 
coming months.  Cabinet is asked to note this. 

 
17. CAPITAL PROGRAMME 
 
17.1 The report to Cabinet in February set out the programme for 2014/15, including 

detailed schemes, with the intention of revisiting long term plans as part of the 
broader development of the budget strategy.  This would take into account any 
remaining capital receipts and the future priorities of the Council.  The 
programme has historically relied on a mix of receipts and grant funding to 
finance expenditure, although it has always been expected that a transition to 
prudential borrowing as a means of funding capital investment would become 
necessary. 
 

17.2 The core programme for 2014/15 comprises an overall programme of around 
£4m, made up of the following elements: 
 

Programme Area £000 

Parks, Libraries, Leisure & Cemeteries 1,000 

Street Environment 2,000 

Protection of Assets and Health and Safety 500 

Regeneration 100 

Disabled Facilities Grant (Council element only) 300 

Total 3,900 

 
17.3 The current core programme is funded exclusively from capital receipts 

generated from the disposal of assets.  The projected budget gap makes no 
allowance for any cost arising from prudential borrowing.  Should there be 
insufficient receipts to finance capital spend, it would either need to be reduced 
to fit within the available receipts, or funded through borrowing; the latter 
measure would then need to be taken into account as part of the overall budget 
strategy, as it would increase the existing budget gap. 
 

17.4 A further review of available receipts is currently underway and once 
completed, an assessment will be taken of the overall sum available.  From 
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this, proposals for a long term core capital programme will be drawn up for 
consideration as part of the formal budget setting cycle during January and 
February.  This will include detailed schemes within each element of the core 
programme.  As part of this, the potential to generate additional receipts from 
the disposal of surplus properties will be identified, should this be needed to 
continue to deliver a similar programme in future years. 

 
17.5 Aside from these core areas, there are two other areas that will require 

investment to enable the savings proposals within this report to be taken 
forward; these are: 

 
• Street lighting – a report will be presented to the late September Cabinet 

meeting to approve going forward with Phase 2 of the LED street light 
replacement programme.  It will also need to go to Full Council for approval, 
as it will require  £2.1million capital expenditure, which will enable the 
Council to buy 8000 more energy saving streetlights.  There is potentially 
grant funding available to finance this and any submission would need to be 
made in October.  Should this not prove successful, it is likely the Council 
would seek a combination of Salix / TFL funding as it has done previously. 

• Parking strategy; as part of the review of budget proposals and subsequent 
consultation, options will be identified and where these have capital 
implications, these will be assessed and costed accordingly. Once a final 
strategy has been developed, funding options will be determined and 
appropriate approvals sought accordingly. 

 
17.6 The estimated costs for these are currently being determined in detail and this 

will form part of the detailed capital programme brought before Cabinet as part 
of the formal budget setting process.  Funding for these will be reviewed as part 
of the overall assessment of available receipts. 

 
17.7 At this stage, Cabinet is asked to agree the principle of an overall core annual 

programme of £4m a year, and to comment on the core elements set out in the 
table above.  This will enable officers to draw up detailed schemes for later in 
the budget setting cycle.  

 
18. BUDGET ROBUSTNESS 
 
18.1 The Council is required to set a balanced budget, taking into account a range of 

factors, and including appropriate consultation and equality impact 
assessments.  A key factor is to ensure that Cabinet are made aware of the 
advice of the Council’s Chief Finance Officer (CFO) in making decisions 
relating to the Council’s budget. 

 
18.2 The Local Government Act 2003 sets out requirements in respect of Financial 

Administration, and in particular to the robustness of the budget and the 
adequacy of General Fund reserves.  The Act requires the CFO to report to an 
authority when it is making the statutory calculations required to determine its 
Council tax or precept.  The Act also suggests the advice should be given prior 
to the formal statutory calculation.  This advice has therefore been given to both 
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Cabinet in formulating proposals and to members of Overview and Scrutiny in 
considering the proposals, as part of previous budget setting cycles. 

 
18.3 The advice of the CFO was set out at some length in the report to Cabinet in 

February 2014, in Appendix H of that report.  Cabinet is asked to be mindful of 
this advice in reviewing the proposals currently put forward by the 
Administration, and when these are subsequently scrutinised by the Overview 
& Scrutiny Committees, and in then considering any alternative proposals.  In 
particular, the need to set a balanced budget within the context of a long term 
financial strategy is a prime responsibility for the CFO. 

 
 
 

REASONS AND OPTIONS 
 
 
 
Reasons for the decision: 
 
It is essential that the Council’s financial strategy takes due account of Government 
plans and any other material factors where these are likely to have an impact on the 
Council’s financial position.  This report sets out proposals for the Council’s budget 
strategy for the next four years and reflects the expected continued Government 
approach of reduced levels of funding.  The scale of these means consideration of 
detailed proposals, followed by consultation and implementation at an early stage 
following the local elections, is essential. 
 
Other options considered: 
 
None.  The Constitution requires this as a step towards setting the Council’s budget. 
 
 

 
  IMPLICATIONS AND RISKS 

 
 
 
Financial implications and risks: 
 

The Council’s budget process will ensure that financial implications and risks are fully 
met.  There are continuing risks with the potential impact on funding arising from both 
the Budget and CSR announcements, as highlighted in both this and the previous 
report to Cabinet.  The steps already taken by the Council should mitigate this, but it is 
evident that a longer term approach now needs to be considered, as the potential 
scale of the future budget gap could prove to be even bigger than the gap the Council 
is currently addressing. 
 

There are considerable risks in the medium to longer term, with the continuing 
economic uncertainty as well as the likely impact of further funding changes.  There 
are also considerable uncertainties stemming from the Care Act and the Children & 
Families Act, and although the Government has given an undertaking that new 
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burdens will be funded, it remains to be seen what effect these will have locally and 
whether there will be any adverse financial impact.  The Council therefore needs to 
maintain a prudent approach over its financial management and the budget setting 
process.  It is essential that the Council puts a strategy in place to deal with the 
potential scale of gap facing it, especially with anticipated ongoing reductions in 
Government funding. 
 

The Council is required to set a balanced budget and the proposals that are made as 
part of that process need to be robustly reviewed, challenged and scrutinised, and 
consulted on wherever appropriate.  The advice of the Section 151 Officer must be 
taken due account of within the budget setting process and that applies to all budget 
proposals, whenever they are put forward.  This will mean a much more robust 
process will have to be applied to any alternative proposals put forward to those being 
made by the Administration; this could potentially necessitate formal consultation with 
the local community.  All such proposals will be reviewed by the Section 151 Officer 
before they can be considered by Cabinet and Council. 
 
Legal implications and risks: 
 

The Council is subject to a number of duties in relation to revenue, capital and 
procurement.  For instance, as a Best Value Authority the Council is under a duty to 
“make arrangements to secure continuous improvement in the way in which its 
functions are exercised, having regard to a combination of economy, efficiency and 
effectiveness." s 3 Local Government Finance Act 1999.  The Council is also under an 
implied duty to set a balanced budget.  Otherwise there are no apparent specific legal 
risks in adopting the Recommendations set out in the Report, providing appropriate 
consultation is carried out at all stages, as referred to in recommendation 8. 
 

Section 13 of this report outlines the proposed consultation on the budget process, 
and this is legally sound. There is no specific process or timescale for consulting on 
the Council’s proposed budget, however the Cabinet wishes to provide opportunity for 
debate with the local community, stakeholders, other interested groups, staff and 
unions.   
 

In addition to the general consultation on the budget proposals, some of the proposals 
included will require specific, statutory consultations, which will be the subject of 
separate reports and individual consultations, such as the changes required in respect 
of library provision. Following the specially convened joint meeting of the Overview 
and Scrutiny Committee on 8th September, there will be a further meeting of the 
Cabinet on 24th September 2014, at which a final list of proposals for formal 
consultation will be agreed. Once the final proposals are agreed the consultation 
requirements of any specific proposal can be finalised. 
 
Human Resources implications and risks: 
 

The Council continues to work closely with its staff and with Trades Unions to ensure 
that the effects on staff of the savings required have been managed in an efficient and 
compassionate manner.  
  

All savings proposals or changes to the funding regime that impact on staff numbers, 
will be managed in accordance with both statutory requirements and the Council's 
Managing Organisational Change & Redundancy policy and associated guidance. 
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Equalities implications and risks: 
 

This report sets out the Council’s long term financial strategy to manage the 
implications of funding reductions and cost pressures over the next four years, so that 
it is able to operate with a balanced budget and ensure the continued running of the 
most valued, and statutory, public services.   
 

The Council faces significant challenges in achieving a balanced budget, not only in 
terms of funding reductions, but also in terms of the rising demand for services, 
brought about by Havering’s increasing older demographic, as well as major national 
policy pressures such as the implications of the Care Act. 
 

This report sets out a commitment to retain capacity to help those most in need, and 
to improve the level of personalised services vulnerable people are able to access, 
which includes a new approach to working with the voluntary and community sector to 
build the capacity needed to do that.  
 

Where possible, services will be run in a different and more efficient way in order to 
keep them available to the public, with more fundamental changes or closures being a 
last resort, in the absence of other alternatives. 
 

Where proposals affect staff, service users, or indeed the wider population, they will 
be thoroughly analysed for disproportionate negative impact, with mitigating actions 
identified to minimise any negative impact. All proposals will be subject to full and 
proper consultation with Councillors, staff, service users and the general public before 
any final decisions are made. 
 

Appended to this report are the Equality Impact Assessment (EIA) Check Lists for all 
the proposed savings outlined in this report that are likely to have an impact on people 
with “protected characteristics, as set out” in the Equality Act 2010.  There are some 
saving proposals which are deemed to have no impact on the protected 
characteristics and the EIA Check Lists clearly state why a full EIA is not required. 
 

Where relevant, full draft EIAs are being produced and will be completed for inclusion 
in the final Cabinet report on 24th September to support consultation and decision 
making.  Those EIAs will be revised following consultation, before any proposals are 
finalised. 
 
Other Risks: 
 

There are no particular other risks arising, other than a very short timescale to 
properly analyse the LGFS announcements whenever they eventually occur.  This is 
being planned for but much of the detail will have to await the final announcements 
and publication. 
 
 
 
 

BACKGROUND PAPERS 
 

 
There are none. 
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APPENDIX A 

 
RE-ASSESSMENT OF COST PROJECTIONS 

 

Element Outcome of Review 

Demographic growth On a balance of risk, estimates have been  reduced 
from £2m per year to £500k in the first 2 years and 
then £1m thereafter.  The largest element of 
demographic growth is for growth in older people 
services.  The reductions proposed are based on the 
fact that this provision has not been required in its 
entirety over the last 2 years.  Adult services are 
managing increases in demand through a range of 
measures including early assistance, improved 
integrated working with health, and investment in 
proactive demand management strategies using the 
Better Care Fund.  However, this reduced assumption 
will have to be carefully monitored because of the as 
yet unknown impact of the Care Act  

Inflation (net) Provision for pay award in the first two years capped 
at 1% in line with current Government policy, 
thereafter riding at 2% as previously allowed for.  
Provision for contracts held at 2% rather than 3%, to 
reflect recent inflation indices, and for all other costs, 
reduced from 2% to 1% 

Freedom pass Assumes a lower level of annual increase, as set out 
in the report 

Pensions Fund Small reduction following the recent cash investment 
into the Fund, as set out in the report 

Levies Small reduction in estimated levy increases, as set out 
in the report 

Interest Anticipated rise in interest rates leading to higher level 
of interest earned – also covered in this report 

Government grant 
reductions 

No change – figures are felt to be reasonably robust, 
though not without risk 

Transformation costs Provision to be built up in early years and then 
reduced in later years, no net overall impact 
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APPENDIX!B

Temp"!

late!

No.

Service HoS 15/16 16/17 Total

EFFICIENCIES

1 Economic!Development T!Dobrashian Development!Company 0.000 0.000 0.000

1 Economic!Development T!Dobrashian Other!Savings 0.000 0.000 0.000

1 0.000 0.000 0.000

2 Streetcare R!Wenman Street!Lighting (0.150) (0.100) (0.250)

2 Streetcare R!Wenman Efficiencies!Programme (0.050) (0.050) (0.100)

2 Streetcare!Template!Total! (0.200) (0.150) (0.350)

3 Communications M!Leech Events (0.045) 0.000 (0.045)

3 Communications M!Leech Communications:!Staffing!&!Structure 0.000 (0.030) (0.030)

3 (0.045) (0.030) (0.075)

4 Corporate!Policy!&!Community C!Thompson Policy!&!Performance!Team (0.100) 0.000 (0.100)

4 Business!and!Performance P!Brent"Isherwood Policy!&!Community 0.000 (0.250) (0.250)

4 (0.100) (0.250) (0.350)

5 Corporate!&!Customer!Transformation C!Woolf Information!Kiosk (0.100) 0.000 (0.100)

5 Corporate!&!Customer!Transformation C!Woolf Channel!Shift 0.000 (0.300) (0.300)

5 (0.100) (0.300) (0.400)

6 Culture!&!Leisure S!Parkinson Retender!Sports!Leisure!Mgt!Contract 0.000 (0.200) (0.200)

6 Asset!Management M!Butler Stubbers 0.000 TBA 0.000

6 Culture!&!Leisure S!Parkinson Music!School (0.100) (0.100) (0.200)

6 Culture!&!Leisure S!Parkinson My!Place!Efficiencies 0.000 (0.050) (0.050)

6 (0.100) (0.350) (0.450)

7 Housing S!Witherspoon CCTV (0.045) 0.000 (0.045)

7 Housing S!Witherspoon Support!People!Commissioning (0.516) 0.000 (0.516)

7 (0.561) 0.000 (0.561)

8 Housing S!Witherspoon Private!Sector!Leasing (0.350) (0.150) (0.500)

8 Learning!&!Acheivement M!Pattinson Catering!(Schools!&!Meals!on!Wheels) (0.100) 0.000 (0.100)

8 (0.450) (0.150) (0.600)

9 Adults B!Nicholls Better!Care!Funding (2.500) 0.000 (2.500)

9 Adults B!Nicholls Older!People (0.500) (0.500) (1.000)

9 Adults B!Nicholls Royal!Jubilee!Court (0.200) (0.210) (0.410)

9 (3.200) (0.710) (3.910)

10 Adults B!Nicholls Adult!Social!Care (0.100) 0.000 (0.100)

10 Children's!Services K!Bundred Children's!Social!Care (0.100) (0.100) (0.200)

10 Learning!&!Acheivement M!Pattinson Children!&!Adults!Disability!(CAD) 0.000 (0.400) (0.400)

10 Homes!&!Housing S!Witherspoon Disabled!Facilities!Grant (0.110) 0.000 (0.110)

10 Adults B!Nicholls Workforce!Development! (0.300) 0.000 (0.300)

10 (0.610) (0.500) (1.110)

11 Adults B!Nicholls Younger!Adults (1.000) (1.450) (2.450)

12 oneSource!HR&OD C!Nugent Terms!&!Conditions 0.000 (0.500) (0.500)

13 oneSource!Exchequer!&!Transactional! S!Bryant Council!Tax!Support!Options (1.244) 0.000 (1.244)

EFFICIENCIES!TOTAL (7.610) (4.390) (12.000)

SERVICES

14 Streetcare R!Wenman Parking! (1.000) 0.000 (1.000)

15 Regulatory!Services P!Keyes Public!Protection:!Trading!Services (0.150) 0.000 (0.150)

15 Regulatory!Services P!Keyes Pet!Cemetery (0.010) (0.010) (0.020)

15 (0.160) (0.010) (0.170)

16 Corporate!Policy!&!Community C!Thompson HAVCO,!Accounting!for!Community!

Enterprise!Grant

(0.045) 0.000 (0.045)

16 Corporate!Policy!&!Community C!Thompson Voluntary!Sector!Review 0.000 (1.100) (1.100)

16 (0.045) (1.100) (1.145)

17 Culture!&!Leisure S!Parkinson Library!Service 0.000 (1.138) (1.138)

17 Culture!&!Leisure S!Parkinson Parks (0.100) (0.200) (0.300)

17 Culture!&!Leisure S!Parkinson Queens!Theatre (0.100) (0.100) (0.200)

17 Culture!&!Leisure S!Parkinson Fairkytes (0.100) 0.000 (0.100)

17 (0.300) (1.438) (1.738)

18 Culture!&!Leisure S!Parkinson Youth!Service!Redesign (0.250) (0.616) (0.866)

19 Children's!Services K!Bundred Early!Help!&!Troubled!Families (0.300) (0.300) (0.600)

SERVICES!TOTAL (2.055) (3.464) (5.519)

OVERALL!TOTAL (9.665) (7.854) (17.519)

Corporate!Policy!&!Community!Template!Total

Culture!&!Leisure!Template!Total

Culture!&!Leisure!Template!Total

Housing!Template!Total!

Income!Generation!Template!Total

Adults!Template!Total

Staffing!Template!Total

Regulatory!Services!Template!Total!

Corporate!&!Customer!Transformation!Template!Total!

CURRENT!SAVINGS!TEMPLATES!2015/16!"!2018/19

Papers!Received!Thursday!21st!August!2014

Economic!Development!Template!Total

Communications!Template!Total

Corporate!Policy!&!Community!Template!Total
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Sports!and!le

elopment!is!n

tion!and!/!or!

does!not!del

uced!a!new!b

s!and!is!bein

income!furth

management

ent!retender

Arts!and

! Thes

!

!Allotme

! The!

!

Re"tend

! This!

man

!

Music!sc

! This!

for!t

cove

!

MyPlace

! This!

cost!

exte

man

Stubbers

! This!

!

eisure!manag

not!on!site!an

the!market!f

liver!savings!

usiness!mod

g!rolled!out.

her.!The!serv

t!of!my!place

!!

d!Sports!Deve

se!are!very!sm

ents!

small!cost!ce

der!of!the!Sp

is!an!opport

nagement!con

chool!

is!an!opport

the!music!ser

er!its!controll

e!efficiencies

is!non"statu

of!running!t

ernalising!its!

naging!the!ce

s!Outoor!cen

is!applying!t

gement!cont

nd!therefore!

for!these!ser

!

del!that!has!b

!Opportunity

vice!would!th

e!ahead!of!in

elopment!co

mall!teams!w

entre!for!this

ports!and!Leis

tunity!to!save

ntract.!

tunity!based!

rvice,!which!e

lable!costs.

s!

tory!provisio

he!facility!pr

managemen

ntre!in!the!fu

ntre!

the!Council’s!

Identified!Ri

!

tract!

income!estim

vices!change

been!

y!to!reduce!

hen!recover!i

cluding!it!in!

ore!teams!

which!manag

s!service!reco

sure!manage

e!money!thro

on!the!succe

enables!it!to!

on!for!young!

rior!to!includ

t.!This!is!judg

uture.!

current!poli

isks!

mates!are!no

es!!

ts!

TOTA

!

15/1

£100
!

the!

TOTA

!

15/1

TOTA

!

15/1

£100

ge!contracts!a

overs!its!cost

ement!contra

ough!the!ten

essful!introdu

both!increas

people!and!t

ing!it!in!the!c

ged!to!be!the

cy!at!the!end

otional!

L:!£200k!

16! 16/17!

0k! £100k!

L:!£100k!

16! 16/17!

£50k!

L:!£1.6m!

16! 16/17!

0k! £350k!

and!network

ts!

act!

dering!of!the

uction!of!a!ne

se!its!music!t

these!efficien

contract!rete

e!most!cost!e

d!of!the!exist

17/18!

17/18!

£50k!

17/18!

350k!

ks!

e!sports!and!

ew!business!

tuition!offer!

ncies!reduce

ender!and!

effective!way

ting!lease;!

18/19!

18/19!

18/19!

0!

leisure!

model!

and!

!the!

y!of!
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Musi

1

2

My!p

1

2

!Stub

1

2

Num

Antic

!

c!school!!

1. Roll!out!o

2. New!serv

place!efficien

1. Increased

2. Leisure!co

bbers!outdoo

1. Current!t

2. No!detail!

!

ber!of!FTE!in

cipated!redu

!

of!new!mode

vice!for!adult

ncies!

d!income!ma

ontract!may!

or!centre!

enant!may!n

available!on

n!area!

ction!in!FTE!

el!falters!and!

s!does!not!p

y!not!materi

not!realise!fu

ot!renew!lea

n!potential!yi

as!a!result!o

income!targ

rove!to!be!su

alise!

urther!saving

ase!on!propo

eld!!as!a!furt

of!proposals

ets!not!met!

ustainable!!

gs!

osed!terms!!

ther!part!of!the!Leisure!co

Retend

contra

TUPE!a

Music!

equiva

My!Pla

Retend

contra

Music!

My!Pla

!

These!

furthe

!

ontract!if!tha

der!of!the!sp

act!:!None!in!

applies.!!

school!:!92!s

alents)!

ace!efficienci

der!of!the!sp

act:!!N/A!!

school!:!Non

ace!efficienci

are!current!e

r!review!and

at!fall!back!ut

ports!and!leis

relation!to!le

staff!(not!clea

ies:!!7!FTEs!

ports!and!leis

ne!

ies:!1–2!!FTE

estimates!an

!consultation

tilised!!

sure!manage

eisure!centre

ar!how!many

sure!manage

s!

nd!are!subjec

n.!

ement!

es!as!

y!FTE!

ement!

t!to!
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!

Se

Housi

!

Cost

A5350
Contr

A5350

!

!

!
!

11/12

!

!

!

What!

within

CCTV

We!w

housi

mana

!

Supp

Fund

Coun

Servic

more

paid!f

!

!

ervice!&!Ser

ng,!Sue!With

Centre 

00 CCTV 
ol Room 

00 CCTV Contr

2!!!!£256k!

!

CCTV!Mer

Supportin

is!protected

n!service!

V!!

will!merge!th

ing!estates!a

agement!cos

orting!Peop

ing!for!Supp

cil’s!overall!G

ce!will!exam

e!cost!effectiv

for!out!of!th

rvice!Head!

herspoon!

Subjective 

Expenditur

Income Tot

Non-Contro

rol Room Total

!

!

!

rger.!

ng!People!Rev

d! CCTV

!

Supp

!

!

!

e!CCTV!for!t

at!Waterloo!R

sts.!!

le!Review!

orting!Peopl

General!Fun

ine!what!the

ve!way!of!pr

e!Adults’!bud

BUDGET

Housing

re Total 

tal 

ollable Total 

l

12/13!!!!£0k

view!–!Revie

V!in!Romford

CCTV!for!the

porting!Peop

The!Housing

such!as!a!Go

Mobile!Supp

identified.!

Saving

he!town!cen

Road.!This!w

le!is!no!longe

d!resources.

e!needs!of!th

roviding!that

dget.!!

T!SAVINGS:!

g!General!Fu

Current!

FY Revised Bud

452

452

!

!

!

Savi

k!

Main!Savin

ew!funding!a

!Town!Centr

e!Town!cent

ple!Review!

g!Service!is!im

ood!Neighbo

port!Service!

Sav

g!

tres!with!the

will!produce!a

er!ring!fence

!The!review!

he!current!cli

!support.!!Th

INITIATIVE!

De

und!

Budget!Info

dget ! Cost

2,130 ! A340
Peop
Adm0 !

0 ! A340

2,130 ! A340
Peop

!

! A340

! Sup

ngs!Last!4!Ye

13/14

ngs!Items!De

nd!provision

re!

res!to!aid!cri

mplementing

our!Scheme,!

for!vulnerab

vings!propos

e!CCTV!cove

a!saving!on!t

d,!and!is!par

of!the!Mobi

ients!are,!an

he!service!is!

TEMPLATE

scription!of!

rmation!

t Centre 

000 Supporting 
ple

ministration

000 Supporting

010 Supporting 
ple

010 Supporting

porting People

ears!

4!!!!£0k!

escription!

n!of!Mobile!S

ime!reductio

g!a!series!of!

Befriending!

ble!adults!if!a

sals!

ring!the!

he!

rt!of!the!

le!Support!

d!look!for!a!

currently!

Service!Area

Subjective 

Expenditure

Non-Contro

g People Admi

Expenditure

Non-Contro

g People Total 

e  Total 

Support!Servi

on!and!detec

other!preve

Schemes!an

alternative!m

Valu

TOTAL:!£

!

15/16!

£45k!
!

TOTAL:!£

!

15/16!

£516k!
!

a!

re Total 

ollable Total 

in Total 

re Total 

ollable Total 

14/15!!!!£0

ice.!

ction.!!

ntative!initia

d!Job!Clubs.!

methods!of!fu

ue!of!Saving

£45k!

16/17!

!

£516k!

16/17!

!

FY Revised Bud

225,

63,

288,

2,497,

38,

2,536,

2,825,

k!

atives!this!ye

unding!are!

g!and!Year(s)

17/18! 18/

!

17/18! 18/

!

dget

,240 

,040 

,280 

,890 

,970 

,860 

,140 

ear!

)!

/19!

/19!
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!

!

!

TOTAL

!

!

Reaso

recom

propo

!

!

CCTV!

1.

!

Suppo

1.

2.

!

!

Numb

Antici

FTE!as

propo

!

L!SAVINGS!B

ons!for!

mmending!

osals!

in!Romford!

. Any!reduc

who!have

orting!People

. Disbandin

Help,!Inte

. There!cou

replaced!w

ber!of!FTE!in!

ipated!reduc

s!a!result!of!

osals!

Y!YEAR!!

CCTV

!

!

Supp

!

!

Town!Centr

ction!in!servi

!a!vested!int

e!Review!

ng!the!Mobile

rvention!and

uld!be!criticis

with!someth

area! CC

Te

Su

!

ction!in! CC

Su

nu

!

Th

!

V!in!Romford

The!service!

despite!bein

Co"location!

orting!Peopl

Funding!for!

overall!Gene

preventative

this!service.

e!

ce!could!har

terest!in!crim

e!Support!Se

d!Prevention

sm!from!fam

ing!that!ade

CTV:!2!FTE!S

elecare:!1!M

upporting!Pe

CTV!in!Romf

upporting!Pe

umbers.!

hese!are!cur

!Town!Centr

is!popular!w

ng!a!low!crim

saves!£45k.

le!Review!

Supporting!

eral!Fund!res

e!initiatives!t

!!

Ide

rm!our!reput

me!preventio

ervice!could!i

n!Strategy!(du

ilies!and!reci

quately!supp

enior!officer

anager!+!15!

eople!Review

ford!Town!Ce

eople!Review

rent!estimat

re!

with!the!publ

me!borough.

People!is!no

sources.!The

this!year!tha

entified!Risk

tation!with!o

on!and!tacklin

impact!on!ou

ue!in!Decem

ipients!of!th

ports!and!pro

rs,!and!17!FT

Installers!an

w:!Mobile!Su

entre:!Appro

w:!Until!the!r

tes!and!are!s

ic!and!fear!o

!longer!ring!

e!Housing!Se

at!could!help

ks!

our!residents

ng!the!fear!o

ur!ability!to!s

mber)!and!our

e!Mobile!Sup

otects!these

E!operatives

nd!Responde

upport!1!FTE!

ox.!3!FTEs!

review!is!com

ubject!to!fur

TOTAL:!£

!

15/16!

£561k!
!

of!crime!is!sti

fenced,!and!

rvice!is!imple

mitigate!the

,!partners!(e

of!crime.!!

successfully!d

r!demand!ma

pport!Service

vulnerable!a

s!

ers!+!0.4!supp

Manager!+!6

mplete!it!is!n

rther!review!

£561k!

16/17!

!

ill!high!on!th

is!part!of!the

ementing!a!s

e!impact!from

e.g.!Police,!lo

deliver!the!(

anagement!s

e!if!the!servi

adults.!

port!FTEs!!

6!FTE!front!l

not!possible!t

and!consult

17/18! 18/

!

eir!priority!li

e!Council’s!

series!of!othe

m!disbanding

ocal!business

proposed)!E

savings!targe

ce!is!not!

ine!officers

to!give!exact

ation.!

/19!

ist!

er!

g!

ses)!

arly!

ets.!

t!
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!

Se

Housi

Learn

Mary!

!

! Activ

! AE76
Cate

!

!

! AE76

!

NB.!Priv

!

11/12!!!

!

!

!

!

What!is

within!s

Priva

There

curre

agent

housi

look!t

to!pro

accom

Cater

The!M

chang

costly

small

mode

volun

!

ervice!&!Ser

ng,!Sue!With

ing!and!Achi

Pattinson!

vity 

630 Borough 
ering Total 

630 Borough C

vate!Sector!L

!£0k!

Private!Sect

Catering!–!R

s!protected!

service!

te!Sector!Le

e!is!scope!to!

ently!directly

t!role!in!resp

ing!need!and

to!increase!t

ovide!direct!

mmodation.!

ring!!

Meals!on!Wh

ge!of!service

y!process,!an

l!amount!of!s

el,!with!a!sav

nteers!to!ass

rvice!Head!

herspoon;!

evement,!

Subjective 

Expenditure

Income Tota

Non-Contro

Catering Total 

Leasing!"!this

1

tor!Leasing!(P

Review!the!c

Priva

!

Cater

!

!

!

asing!

increase!the

y!lease!and!m

pect!of!a!furt

d!ensure!cos

the!number!o

assistance!fo

!!

heels!service!

e!provider!(w

nd!a!loss!of!in

savings.!We!

vings!target!o

ist!the!paid!s

BUDGET

Income

e Total 

al

ollable Total 

!service!aims

12/13!!!!£0k!

PSL)!–!Mana

urrent!opera

te!Sector!Le

N/A.!

ring!!

In"house!se

Current!serv

Saving

e!activity!in!t

manage!895!p

ther!150!prop

ts!of!housing

of!units!we!m

or!more!resid

delivers!app

which!would!

nternal!staff!

will!review!t

of!£100k.!We

staff.!!

T!SAVINGS:!

e!Generation

Current!B

FY Revised B

5,31

-5,74

76

34

s!to!cover!its

Savin

Main!Savin

ge!more!pro

ating!and!fin

asing!

rvice!/!staff.

vices!for!exis

Sav

g!

the!private!re

properties,!a

perties.!!To!r

g!activities!ar

manage!–!wh

dents!to!sec

prox.!110,000

involve!a!pro

and!control

the!current!o

e!will!also!ex

INITIATIVE!

De

!

Budget!Infor

Budget

6,970 

41,290 

69,420 

45,100 

s!costs!

ngs!Last!4!Ye

13/14

ngs!Items!De

operties!and!

ancial!mode

sting!service!

vings!propos

ented!sector

and!have!a!m

reduce!the!im

re!covered,!w

hich!would!a

ure!rented!

0!meals!per!

ocurement!e

)!might!only!

operating!an

xplore!the!ide

TEMPLATE

scription!of!

rmation!

ears!

4!!!!£0k!

escription!

increase!act

el.!

users.!

sals!

r.!!We!

managing!

mpact!of!

we!would!

lso!allow!us!

year.!A!

exercise,!a!

deliver!a!

d!financial!

ea!of!using!!

Service!Area

ivities.!

Valu

TOTAL:!£

!

15/16!

£350k!
!

TOTAL:!£

!

15/16!

£100k!
!

a!

14/15!!!!£0

ue!of!Saving

£500k!

16/17!

£150k!

£100k!

16/17!

!

k!

g!and!Year(s)

17/18! 18/

!

17/18! 18/

!

)!

/19!

/19!
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!

!

!

TOTAL

!

Reaso

recom

propo

Privat

1.

2.

3.

4.

!

Cateri

1.

2.

3.

!

!

Numb

Antici

FTE!as

propo

L!SAVINGS!B

ons!for!

mmending!

osals!

te!Sector!Lea

. The!Counc

not!purely

. With!rent!

properties

. Volume!of

. There!may

and!there

ing!!

. Increasing

result!in!a

. Demand!f

pressure!f

. Undertaki

require!ex

ber!of!FTE!in!

ipated!reduc

s!a!result!of!

osals!

Y!YEAR!!

Priva

!

!

!

Cater

!

!

asing!

cil!needs!to!e

y!for!a!comm

prices!rising

s!with!rents!

f!complaints

y!come!a!po

fore!the!acti

g!the!charge!

a!net!reductio

for!the!Meals

for!the!Cater

ing!a!full!rev

xpertise!and!

area! Pr

in

Ca

!

ction!in! Pr

Ca

te!Sector!Le

There!is!suff

more!of!the

Unlike!othe

Havering!re

a!savings!ta

Any!increas

activities,!an

ring!

Demand!for

is!essential!a

sustainable!

Outsourcing

strain!on!Ha

meeting!the

!

ensure!that!t

mercial!purpo

g!above!Loca

within!the!LH

s!will!increase

int!at!which!

ivity!should!n

for!meals!m

on!in!income

s!on!Wheels!

ring!Service.!

iew!of!the!op

an!in"depth!

rivate!Sector

n!this!team,!i

atering!:!18!p

rivate!Sector

atering!(Scho

asing!

ficient!scope

e!borough’s!h

r!savings!pro

sidents,!and!

rget.!

e!in!the!Priva

nd!therefore

r!Meals!on!W

and!timely!to

in!the!longe

g!the!service!

avering’s!pen

e!savings!targ

Ide

the!activity!f

ose.!!

l!Housing!Al

HA!limits.!!

e!as!the!num

we!will!have

not!be!relied

ight!lead!to!

e.!

service!cont

!

perating!and

understandi

r!Leasing:!No

f!this!propos

part"time!sta

r!Leasing:!0!F

ools!and!Me

e!(supply!and

housing!need

oposals,!this!

!therefore!in

ate!Sector!So

e!is!not!an!ad

Wheels!is!red

o!undertake!

er!term.!

!would!have

nsion!fund)!a

get.!

entified!Risk

falls!within!le

lowance!(LH

mber!of!prop

e!to!exit!from

d!upon!indef

a!disproport

tinues!to!red

d!financial!m

ing!of!the!m

o!staff!are!at

sal!goes!ahea

aff.!

FTEs.!

eals!on!Whee

d!demand)!fo

d,!and!ensur

initiative!do

ncome!gener

olutions!Tea

dditional!bud

ucing!(as!are

a!full!review

e!many!negat

and!should!b

ks!

egal!requirem

A)!limits!it!w

erties!increa

m!the!activity

initely.!

tionate!reduc

duce!over!tim

odel!of!the!C

any!variable

t!threat!of!re

ad.!!Current!

els):!0!FTEs.

TOTAL:!£

!

15/16!

£450k!
!

or!expanding

e!all!costs!ar

es!not!lead!t

ration!is!a!mu

m!will!be!fun

dget!pressure

e!the!numbe

w!of!the!servi

tive!connota

e!considered

ments,!and!m

will!become!in

ases.!

y,!especially!a

ction!in!dem

me!which!wo

Catering!Serv

s!associated!

edundancy.!!T

team!is!1!Ma

£600k!

16/17!

£150k!

g!this!service

re!recovered

to!a!reductio

uch!better!w

nded!within!

e.!!

er!of!routes)!

ice!to!ensure

tions!(not!le

d!the!least!fa

meets!a!socia

ncreasingly!d

as!the!marke

mand!that!wo

ould!likely!res

vice!is!very!c

!with!the!ser

There!will!be

anager!and!1

17/18! 18/

!

e!to!help!mee

!

on!in!service!

way!of!addres

the!increase

and!therefor

e!that!it!is!

ast!an!additi

avoured!way

al!need,!and!

difficult!to!fi

et!is!so!volat

ould!actually!

sult!in!a!budg

omplex,!and

rvice.!!

e!an!expansio

15!FTEs.!

/19!

et!

for!

ssing!

e!in!

re!it!

ional!

y!of!

is!

nd!

ile,!

get!

d!will!

on!
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!

Se

Adults

!

Cost

A3412
Suppo
Care

A3412

Servi

AE60
Servic

AE60

!

NB.!Th

!

11/12

!

!

!

!

What!

within

Bette

In!20

aime

servic

enab

shari

prote

!

For!th

!

ervice!&!Ser

s!–!Barbara!N

Centre 

20 NHS 
ort for Social 
(BCF) 

20 NHS Suppo

ce 

00 Adult 
ces

00 Adult Servi

he!Adult!Serv

2!!!!£1,037k!

!

Better!Car

Older!Peo

average!co

Royal!Jubi

is!protected

n!service!

er!Care!Fund

15/16!the!ne

d!at!support

ces!to!work!m

ling!improve

ng,!seven"da

ection!of!soc

he!Council!th

rvice!Head!

Nicholls!

Subjective 
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